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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
MICROPHYSICAL PROCESSES IN TWO STABLY STRATIPIED OROGBAPHIC CLOUD SYSTEMS
The microphysical processes associated with the growth of clond and
precipitation particles during two stable orographic storms are identified in this thesis.

A two dimensional steady-state model of airflow

over an ideal mountain barrier is developed and used to define the location and rate of production of condensate available for liqaid water and

A crystal trajectory model is

ice particle growth in these two storms.

also developed to determine origin levels and upwind location of crystals which impact on the mountain barrier.
The major conclusions in this thesis concerning stably stratified
storms in the northern Rockies are the following:
a. The majority of clond liquid water in stably stratified orographic storms exists in a narrow zone over the windward slopes of the
primary barrier.

Model results indicate that this zone extends verti-

cally over the slope with maximum liquid water contents near the surface,

On both days the model predicted location of the zone was in

excellent agreement with aircraft observations.

b, Droplet spectra in stable orographic cloud systems vary substantially depending on the air mass source region.

On November 24s the

overrunning air mass had modified maritime characteristics.

Mean dro-

3
plet sizes were near 15 p, droplet concentrations were 601cm and max3
imum liquid water contents near .43 g/m

.

On November 26, the air mass

behind the cold front had continental characteristics.

Mean droplet

3
sizes were 6-9 p, droplet concentrations 2001cm and maximum liqaid
3
water contents .13 glm

.

c. Secondary zones of liqaid water exist upwind of the primary barrier in regions of enhanced upward motion generated by smaller upwind

.

topography.

The utilization of upwind zones such as these in the north-

ern Rockies may be the best strategy for seeding this type of storm.
d. Model results indicate that single crystals in storms with
moderate or strong wind speeds normal to the mountain have essentially
horizontal trajectories .due to a near equilibrium between increasing
fall
, .
velocities and air mass lifting.

This result was supported by air-

craft observations within the dendritic growth zone.

The exception was

aggregated crystals. which appear g t a 8 1 ,49s011
.
- . below tke in$t,ial level
of aggregation due to their higher fall velooities.
e. The aggregation process was significantly enhanced in regions
where some liquid water was present, particularly at temperatures above
-12Oc.
f. Trajectory model results indicate that the only single crystals
produced within 6 0 km of the ridge which reach the ground in the
0

2-D images indicate

November 24 storm were those produced above -12 C.

that aggregates of crystals from higher levels also have fall velocities
large enough that they could reach the ground,

The difference in pre-

cipitation values between mountain and valley stations seems largely the
result of increased condensate supply and the enhancement of the riming
and aggregation processes over the windward slopes.
g. Significant 0 l/liter) quantities of crystals smaller than 300
0

pm were present at temperatures between -6 and -10 C in both cloud sys-

tems.

The total concentrs-sign of crystgl-s shpwed little dependpce on

cloud temperature.
Robert M. Bauber
Atmospheric Science Department
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Summer, 1981
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CHAPTBB I INTRODUCTION

Since the development of modern concepts of weather modifioation in
the 19501s, the potential utilization of weather modification as a major
source of additional iater supplies for arid and semi-arid land such as
the western United States has been continuously hypothesized and tested.
Much of this effort has concentrated on the enhancement of winter
snowpack in mountainous regions by modification of wintertime orographic
cloud systems.

Until the early 19701s, the technology was not available

to systematically probe these cloud systems with aircraft to determine
their microphysical structure and physical oharacteristics.

During the

late 1950's and the 1960fs, weather modification research programs primarily conoentrated on combining ground based measurements and statistical techniques to test the physical models which were developed to
describe these systems.

I n the early 1970's

advanced cloud physics

instrumentation were developed for aircraft capable of penetrating these
cloud systems.

Since that time, weather modification researoh programs

have included both aircraft and ground based measurements to refine the
physical models as well as statistical techniques to determine the
overall effect of modifioation on precipitation.
Many of the potential benefits from increasing total water supplies
in the western United States come from enhancement of the snowpack in
the mountains of the Colorado River Basin.

The Colorado River is sup-

plied with water from several source mountain ranges including the San
Juan Mountains in southern Colorado and several northern Colorado
ranges.

During the 1970fs, most physical studies of natural and seeded

cloud systems within the Colorado River Basin were done in conjunction
with the Colorado River Basin Pilot Project conducted in the San Juan

Mountains.

In general, the source air, and therefore the moisture and

stability of storms affecting the southern San Juan massif are often
uncharacteristic of storms which affect northern Colorado mountains.
Although the northern mountains represent a substantial source of total
water to the basin, very little effort has been spent to characterize
the cloud systems which affect the northern basin.

Beginning in 1978,

Colorado State University (CSU), with primary support from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) and additional support from government organizations suoh as the Bureau of Reclamation, the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCISB) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration ( N O M ) and private corporations such as Colorado International Corporation (CIC), has conducted wintertime field programs in the
Park Range area of northwest Colorado.

One goal of the field programs

has been to systematically document the microphysioal and dynamic
charaoteristics of Northern Colorado orographic cloud systems.

The

research results presented in this thesis were obtained by analysis of
data taken during the winter field program conducted by CSU during
November and December of 1979, and represent a part of the overall
effort in achieving that goal.
1.1 Obiectives
Lee (1980) describes five types of storm systems associated with
wintertime precipitation in the northern Colorado Rockies.

These

include orographic storms associated with strong moist stable flow normal to the mountain barrier, storms with weak winds aloft generated primarily by synoptic scale lifting mechanisms, orographically induced
storms with cvnsiderable imbedded oonveotive elements, convective bands,
and isolated convective showers.

The purpose of this research is to

systematically describe and model the microphysical and dynamic
processes associated with the first of these systems, orographicallly
generated storms associated with strong moist stable flow.
The specific objectives of this study are then to:
1) Describe the microphysical processes associated with the growth
and development of cloud and precipitation particles during two
stable oleographic storms by utilizing aircraft and ground based
measurements taken during the storms,
2) Develop a two dimensional steady-state model of airflow over an
ideal mountain barrier which is oapable of defining the location
and rate of production of condensate available for liquid rater
and ice particle growth and applying it to these two storms,
3 ) Develop a simple crystal trajeotory model and use it to determine the origin levels and upwind location of crystals impacting
on the barrier,

The model is applied to the November 24, 1979

case study because of the complexity of the microphysical
processes evident in this system.

The model is also used to

test the hypothesis that cloud water zones associated with flow
over small upwind topography can serve as sources of crystals at
the primary barrier (see section 4.5).
1.2 Literature Review
Physical Studies of Oronra~hieClaud S~stentst Simultaneous aircraft and
ground based measurements of the microphysical and dynamic structure of
orographic cloud systems began in the early 1970's
various weather modification research experiments,

in association with
Between 1969 and

1974. extensive studies of cloud systems over the Cascade Mountains were
conducted by the University of Washington in association with the Car-

cade Atmospheric Water Resouroes Program (BobbsDl975a; Hobbs,1975b;
Hobbs and Radke.1975).

Observations of natural aloud systems during the

program indicated that in prefrontal conditions, ice particles dominate
over water droplets above the -10'~ level.
was lower in post frontal conditions.

The ratio of ice to water

They found that the passage of an

occluded or warm front was accompanied by a sharp lowering of the diffusional growth layers,

As a consaqaenoe, particles reaching the ground

were converted from anrimed to rimed crystals.

They also found that the

maximum ice particle coneantrations in the clouds were often several
orders of magnitude greater thur measuremunts of ioe nuclei,

Results of

the study also indicated that the growth of preoipitation partioles by
riming and aggregation is paetieulrrly r&pid in the last kilometer of
fall and that snow particles reaching the groaad originate 10 to 100 km
upwind.
During the five winter seasons ending in 1974-75, the Colorado
River Basin Pilot Project was oomducted in the San Juan Mountains of
Southwest Colorado (Elliott et ale, 1978).

Physical studies of aloud

systems occurring over the San Juan Massif during this period were conducted by the University of Wyeming (Marnitz,l980; Cooper and
Sa~.11det~,l980;Cooper and Marritz,l980) and the University of Washington
(Bobbs et al.,

1975).

Results of these studies indicate that most

storms in the San Juans evolve through four stages related to thermodynamic instability, a stable stage followed by neutral, unstable and
dissipation stages.

During the early s t o m s h g e s , precipitation

developed pri-marily by diffusional growth of ice crystals, but accretional growth became increasingly important during later s t o w stages.
Extensive regions of cloud water appeared only in the later s t o m

stagesi often associated with imbedded convection.

As in the Cascade

study, observed ice crystal concentrations were frequently far in excess
s u e d ice nucleus concentrations.
"uring the late 1 9 7 0 ' ~ the
~
Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project (SCPP)
was initiated to study dynamic and microphysical cloud processes over
the American River Basin in the Sierra Mountains of California,

Results

of cloud physics studies during the SCPP were reported by the University
of Wyoming for the winters of 1977-78 and 1978-79 (Mamitz et al.,1978z
Marwitz et al.81979).
4,'

I I '

.

Initial studies have identified the microphysical

processes associated with the radar observed bright band near the meltpro~e!~s
ing levelt band
have clearly
showed
that
the Hallet-Mossop
i n
<
I
I r
., t .
v
%

of

i

78'1

secondary ice crystal multiplication is active in certain cellular
clouds.

In general, no significant rapercooled water was detected dur-

ing stable orographio stages.

The majdrity of cloud liquid water was
0

observed at temperatures near -5 C in the organized convection assooiated with the passage of convective bands,
C o m ~ u t e rSimulations-of O r o ~ r a ~ h iCloud
o
Processes; Sinoe the late
several investigators have developed models of orogrrphio cloud

1960's

development and preoipitation processes.

As part of the Park Range

Atmospheric Water Resources Program (Rhea et al, , 1969) , Villis (1970)
adapted an airflow model from the work of Scorer (1949) and combined it
with a simple microphysical parameterization of crystal growth to o a l c r
late precipitation rates in Colorado's

Park Range.

In this model, the

flow is assumed to be inviscid and the equations are linearized, thvs
allowing for an analytical solution for the vertical velocity field with
an actual vertical sounding profile as input.
I

u

L>

-

,

'

1

I

A more complicated treatment of the orographic preoipitation problem was presented by Fraser et al. (1973) and Hobbs et al. (1973) in a
model developed in conjunction with the Casoades Atmospheric Water
Resources Program.

The airflow portion of the model again was based on

the treatment given by Seorer (1949) but also included dynamic effects
due to latent heat relase.

The microphysioal treatment of the growth

and fallout of precipitation included effects of riming and aggregation.
This model was capable of oaloulating trajeotories of cloud and precipitation particles, as well as adiabatic oondensate and distribution of
#

I

.

precipitation across the barrier.

I

Middleton (1971) considered a complex set of growth equations for
J
numerous crystal habits and combined these with m airflow n o d ~ l adapted
from the model of Lavoie (1968) to determine orystal trajeotories for
crystals originating in the cap cloud environment characteristic of
Wyoming's Elk Mountain.

Middleton also compared these growth equations

with the crystal growth equations developed by Cotton (1972) for numerical simulation of microphysioal processes occurring in supercooled
orrmuli

.

Young (1974a.b) developed a numerical model of orographic preoipitation which made use of a oontinuous bin technique.

Young included

microphysioal colleotion processes of coalescence, aooretion and aggregation, as well as nucleation prooesses inoluding aotivation of cloud
condensation nuclei and ice phase nucleation.
framework was utilized in the model.

A Lagrangian dynamical

The model was used to a w a r e oro-

graphic precipitation values under natural and seeded conditions and to
calculate preoipitation efficiency for eaoh case. Other models have been
presented by various researchers (Pukuta et a1. ,1973; Plooster and

Fukuta,l975; Plooster and Vardiman,l976; Derickson,l974; Brown and
Rottner,l976).
Preliminary studies of cold orographio oloud systems using a three
dimensional, primitive equation, mesoscale dynamic model developed by
Niokerson and Magaziner (1976) and a miorophysical model developed by
Chappell and Smith (1976) have been reported by Niokerson et ale (1976).
This model was used to simulate cloud seeding over the San Juan Mountains (Chappell et a1.,1979).

6

M i c r o ~ h ~ s i c aGrowth
l
and Fall Volocit~Eauations
Growth equations developed for ice crystals have been based on the laws
of Fickian diffasion and the assumption of equilibrium between the rate
of moleoular diffasion of heat away from a arystal and the produotion of
Patent heat at the crystal surface due to vapor deposition.

Byers

(1965) presents a complete development for the case of growth due to
vapor deposition alone.

This equation is used in most of the models

described in the previous section.

Cotton (1970,1972) developed this

equation further by inoluding the effects of riming.
The effects of ventilation on the growth equation for the ioe crystals with various shapes has not been satisfaotorily investigated.

The

work of Prossling (1938) and Zikmundova (1968) indioates that the ventilation faotor for spheres can be expressed as

P = 1 + b(lU3) 0.5
where b is a constant 10.2 and BB is the Reynolds number for the orystal.
100.

The equation is valid only for Reynolds numbers between 1 0 and
Models utilizing a ventilation faotor in the growth equations

(Middleton,l97li Cotton,1972) have adopted this formulation,

Because of

the restrictive assumptions in determining this empirical relationship

g

. sphericity, limited Reynolds number) it is unlikely that th; ven-

tilation faotor is applicable over a wide range of crystal shapes and
termin41 velooities (Cornford,l965~ Brownscombe and Hallet,19671.
this reason, other modelers (e.g, Hobbs et a1.,19731
tion factor.

For

ignore the ventila-

In this work, the ventilation faotor is assumed to be

unity.
The earliest studies of ice crystal terminal velocities include
those of Nakaya and Terada (19351, Nakaya (19541, Magono (1951,1954,
19571, Langleben (19541, and Litvinov (19561.
as Litvinov %&sured

Nakaya and Terada as well

terminal velocities by visually observing orystals

fall a known distance while timing the fall with a stopwatch.

Magono
1111

I

(1951) also measured fall velocities of crystals and aggregates visually, photographing them while falling and estimating the crystal diameters from the photographs.

In 1954, Magono presented a theoretical

development relating fall velocity of snowflakes to snowflake radius and
density, using an assumed drag coefficient of 0.5.

Later, Magono

expanded his work by developing equations for various crystal types
(Hagono, 1957).

In each case, his terminal velocity equations were for-

mulated by equating the gravitational and drag forces acting on the falling crystal.
Investigations of crystal terminal velocities were continued in the
1960's

and 1970's by many researchers: Baskirova and Pershina (19641,

Podzimek (1965,1968,1969),

Jayaweera and Cottis (1969), Jayaweera and

Ryan (19721, Brown (19701, Kaj ikawa (1971,1972,1973 .1975aDb1 Z i h u n d a
and Vali (19721, Davis and Auer (19741, Davis (19741, Locatelli and
Hobbs (19741.

Theoretical work concerned with fall velocity determinations has
been directed toward development of relations between drag coefficients,
the Best number and the Reynolds number.

1

Cornford (1965) developed some

generalized relationships from data on free falling crystals.

Measure-

ments of the fall velocities of model plastic orystals settling in various fluids were made by Jayaweera et al. (1964), Jayaweera and Mason
(1965,1966), Podzimek (1965,1968,1969), Willmarth et al. (19641, Stringham (1965) and List and Schemenauer (1971).

In studies such as these,

vertical velooities are calculated from relationships between Best and
Reynolds numbers and then applied to real ice crystals falling through
the atmosphere by invoking dynamic similarity arguments.

Jayaweera and

Ryan (1972) compared measared terminal velocities of small colpnms and
(

I

plates with that predicted by the earlier theoretical work of Jayaweera
and Cottis (1969).

They found good agreement between calculated and

measared terminal velocities, although their study was restricted to
small size ranges and terminal velocities less than 6 cmls.
Extensive work on the measurement of fall velooities of ice crystal
models under conditions of small Reynolds numbers was reported by
Kaj ikawa (1971).

In later work, Kaj ikawa (1972,1973 ,1975aS1975b),

using

stroboscopic methods, measured the fall speeds of a large number of crystals, particularly dendritio and platelike crystals, and compared these
with the results of his earlier investigation.

In 1975, Kajikawa

presented a large number of empirical equations relating fall velocities
of dendritic crystals and plates to their diameters (1975a) as well as
equations relating the velocities and diameters of falling graupel particles (1975b).

Brown (1970), using a stroboscopic technique, measured the terminal
velocities of a number of crystal types and developed empirical equations for the cases in which sufficient data were collected.

Davis

(1974) and Davis and Auer (1974) have fitted the terminal velocities
observed by Bashkirova and Pershina (19641, Fukuta (19691, Brown (1970),
Jayaweera and Ryan (1972) and Locatelli and Hobbs (1974) to empirical
B
equations of the form V T = AD where D is the maximum dimension of the
crystal and A and B are constants,
Fall velocities of rimed particles and graupel particles were measured by Zilununda and Vali (1972) and Locatelli and Hobbs (1974).

The

former group fitted their data to empirical equations of the form
V=A+B(log Dl while the latter used the same form as that of Davis
(1974)

.

For the purposes of this study, the empirical equations given by
Davis (19741, Brown (1970) and Loaatelli and Hobbs (1974) are used to
calculate the terminal velocities of crystals of different habits and
degrees of rime.

L.3 Data Sources
Data used to develop the two case studies presented in this thesis
were collected during the second Colorado State University Orographic
Seeding Experiment (COSE 11) conduoted by CSU during November and
December of 1979 in the Park Range area of Northwest Colorado (see Figures 1 and 2).
i) tc

The specific objectives of the CSU experiments were:

:scribe the microphysical processes governing the growth and

development of precipitation in Northern Colorado orographic systems.
ii) to quantitatively define the dispersion and transport of seeding
materials in complex terrain.
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iii) to identify atmospheric oovariates (predictors) needed for analyses of weather modification programs.

+ v i d ~

COSE I1 project data sources included: observations with two cloud
physics aircraft (NCAR Queen Air N306D and CIC Learjet N88TC), vertically pointing ku, k, and x bfnd (Dopplerizgd) ga@a,rs, rawinsonde
observations upwind and downwind of the Park Range, ice crystal replicators at various mountain sites, surface meteorological observations
of wind, temperature, humidity and precipitation, and observations of
atmospheric aerosols and nuclei with both ice nucleus counters and high
volume samplers,
observations of boundary layer turbulent-.s_truovga_re
Ti
with an acoustic sounder,

Specific data used in this analysis is dis-

cussed in the following chapter.

4

CBAPTEB I1 INSTRUMENTATION
This section contains a detailed discussion of the cloud microphysics instrumentation used during the COSE I1 Project and a review of
other instrumentation ased to collect the data presented in this thesis.
Two aircraft were ased to provide in-cloud microphysical data and aerosol tracer information during the program.

Cloud physics instrumenta-

tion on the NCAR Queen Air included a Particle Measuring Systems' forward scattering spectrometer probe (PSSP) and a two dimensional optical
array spectrometer (2-D probe), (Knollenberg, 1976), as well as a
Johnson-Williams hot wire liquid rater content meter (JW).

The Queen

Air contained an inertial navigation system so that continuous observations of horizontal windspeed and direction were available.
logged through two independent on-board computer systems.

Data were
State parame-

ters, winds, aircraft position, pitch, roll and yaw angles were recorded
by the Queen Air Airborne Research Instrumentation System (ARIS IV)
described by Brown and Post (1978).

Microphysical data were logged

through an independent data acquisition system (DAS) provided by CSU.

,

oomplete list of the instrumentation aboard the NCAR Queen Air including
range, accuracy and resolution of each instrument is provided in Table
1.

The CIC Learjet was utilized in the project because of its high

speed and consequent capability to cover a large area of cloud in a
short time.

The Learjet instrument package included a 2-D probe and a

JW liquid water content meter.

Aircraft position was determined by a

VORIDME, multiple DME tracking system.
data acquisition system provided by CIC.
instrumentation is provided in Table 2.

Data were recorded through a
A complete listing of Learjet

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

C0U)RADO OROGRAPHIC SEEDING EXPERIMENT

QUEEN AIR N306D
Instrument

Range

Rosemount Temp
Reverse Plow Temp
E Q G Dewpoint
Static Pressure
Dymamic Pressure
J-W liquid water
Wind Speed (WSPD)
Wind Direction
Aircraft Position
Pitoh,Roll
Heading
Attaok angle
Sideslip angle
PMS PSSP
Radio altitude

30 to 103.5 Kpa
0 to 6.5
0 to 2 glm

9

--

0-360 deg
45 deg
0-360 deg
20 deg
20 deg
3-45 microns
0-2500 ft

Accuracy

Resolution

0.5 C
0.5 C
0.5 C>O C
1.0 C<O C
0.1 KPa
0.05 KPa

0.02 C
0.02C
0.02 C

0.01 Kpa
0.002 KPa3
-0.005 g/m
1+0.5t mlsec
0.01 mlseo
tshoprs in flight
Cot (WSPD)
1.2nmIho1~r
0.1nm
0.05 deg
0.005 deg
0.05 deg
0.005 deg
0.2 deg
0.01 deg
0.2 d e ~
0.01 deg
-15 ohannels
5%
10 ft

Photography-One forward looking 16mm color film
time and date encoded, 1 frame per 5 sec.
Colorado State University supplied instrmentation:
PMS 2-D probe with Data Aoquisition System
Langer ice nuclei counter
Table 1.

Queen Air Instramentation

INSTRUMENTATION LIST
COLORADO OROGRAPEIC SEEDING EXPERIMENT
L W E I N88TC
*

I

I

.

Instrument

Range

Rosemount temp
Reverse flow temp
Cambridge dewpt
JW liquid water
A1 t itude
Ind. air speed
Heading
-, ..
Pitch
Roll
Azimuth position
Distance position
Angle of attack

.. *'
-50 C to +50 C
-50 C to +50 C
-50 C tg +50 C
0-3 glm
0-15 psia
-2.5 to +2.5 psid
0-360 deg
-85 to +85 deg
-180 to +I80 deg
0-360 deg
0-400 hn
-20 to +20 deg
8.

.

!

7

Accuracy

Resolution

0.5 C
0.5 C
1.0 C
0.3 glm
0.015 psia
0.0025 psid
1 deg
2 deg
2 deg
1 deg
0.07 I;m
0.25 deg

0.1 C
0.1 C
0.3 C
0.1glm
0.007 psia
0.0025 psid
.1 deg
0.1 deg
0.1 deg
0.1 deg
0.01 hn
0.1 deg

(

Colorado State University supplied instrumentation:
Ml3E industries ice nuclei counter
Table 2.

Lear Instrumentation

1

3.1 The Two Dimensional O ~ t i c a lArray S~ectrometers
The two dimensional optical array spectrometer was developed by
Particle Measuring Systems as a particle imaging system capable of
recording and displaying two dimensional images of atmospheric particles
with sizes greater than 25 microns (37.5 microns for the Lear) passing
through an object plane at typical aircraft speeds.

Analytical tech-

niques for transforming raw 2-D data to effective crystal concentration
have been primarily developed by Cooper (1977).
Crystal concentrations are calculated from 2-D probe data according
to various criteria which are related to buffer storage capacity and
characteristic shadow pattern.

Under conditions when ambient crystal

concentrations are 10/liter and crystal sizes in the 0.5-1.0

m range,

the storage buffer loads to capacity in about 0.35 seconds.

Under n o r

ma1 experimental conditions. transfer of data to tape storage at this
rate would consume several tapes and leave large data gaps during tape
rewind and installation.

To eliminate this problem, data are normally

transferred once every second to tape, unless a high data rate is
required.

This means that only 35% of the data passing through the

storage buffer is retained for later use.
Two parameters are calculated from the full body of data as it
passes through the storage register.

These are the number of distinct

shadows and the total sample volume, a function of crystal si:e.

If all

of the distinct shadows are assumed to be individual crystals, the a v e r
age crystal concentration over the one second leg can be calculated by
dividing the number of distinct shadows by the s m p l e volume.
number is referred to as the 'shadow-or'

concentration.

This

Unfortunately, the shadoror determination of crystal concentration
oan be inacoarrte due to artifacts produced by liquid water droplets,

crystals smallbr than the resolution of the instrument, and the occasional inadvertant triggering of a photudiode by the probe electronics.
Liquid water droplets oftan produce artifaots which appear as long n a r
row streaks,

These oecur when the droplets oollide with the probe arm

and then %trb1a3;arrosa the optical path,
stable orographic systems.

!&is

p r o b l m is not majos in

Counts ~8lsoe o m r when single diodes fire

due to shadowing by sub-25 micron particles.

However, the probe will

occasionally fire a s f n & e qhottwdide when no particle can be identified.

To obtain a reliable cexmt, only particles which shadow at least

two adj acent photodidos ara couptwd.

~R:i~;ru93, taken frool b e e n Air

data oolleoted during the CSlJ experiment in 1979, shows example-s of the
single trigger art ifact and streaker a.rSi-facts.

,

1

Representative values of true crystal conrrentration can be obtained

i,-i+.

by considering the image dat.a retained dn She buffar at the time of tape
transfer.

Crystal concentra\tion is

determined by first removing the

artifacts from the data by applying rejection criteria.

The criteria

used for CSU data, first outlined by Cooper (19771, is as followsr
:

1) Streakers are rejeoted if they are six times as long (longitudinal
dimension) as they are wide (lateral dimension).

If the image

is less than 150 microns wide, the criteria is lowered to three
times as long as it is wide.
2) To eliminate images due to spla-s

& r m the edge of the

aperture, *hen the time interval between images corresponds
to a spatial distance of 2.5
rejected.

cr or less, the second image is

1. Examples of artifacts where
, . no image was recorded,
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2. Examples of streaker artifacts.
L

Figure 3,

Artifacts of the 2-D probe.

u

3 ) Cases in which the probe reoording circuitry is triggered but
no elements are recorded as shadowed are rejected,
With these oriteria applied to the images in the buffer, a new concentration is calculated which is more representative of actual crystal
Figures 4, 5 and 6 were oompiled by computing one

concentrations.

minute averages of both shadow-or (S/O) and rejeotion applied (R/A,
oentrations for the November 24, 1979 and November 26, 1979 flil
both the Queen Air and Learjet.

The values of the R/A c o n c e n t s h b * ~r~r w

generally a few percent lower than the S/O conoentration exoept daring
the early portion of the November 24 Queen Air flight. The data during
this portion of the flight consisted of a large number of images with nc
elements shadowed.

Since all of these iPBggw were rej,ectd, a larger

ooncen$rations._.--I 'discrepancy existed between the .two
*?
Crystal size informaEion is"iib~aTiieiI"%%~i'i'~
-&tin
pletely within the data record,
4 9 L*Y

&.&,

>"

'Sdt

.

fall only partiafly withi;

.T

,

,I

I*

f&%age

1 s corn-

Most of the t F e r however, the crystalr

c:-7&248.

.**.*F%PIdr

**

,e

the field of view of the instrument,

For

these crystals the approach has been adopted to define the 1s~ximum
dimension of the image as the major axis of the crystal,
effeot of undersizing many crystals.

This has the

Alternative methods have been

developed by Heymsfield and Parrish (1979) who try to fit images to a
circle but these methods are not valid for many habits and have
inoluded in CSU's

- - +

?eer

software.

At present, no good analysis techniques exist for categorizing ice
crystal habit from 2-D data.

Current researoh by the electrical

engineering department at the University of Wyoming is concerned with
pattern recognition from 2-D images but this work has yet to be published.

Using information relating areal coverage of the crystals to

NOV. 24, 1979 QUEEN AIR
SHADOW/OR
REJECTION APPLIED

--

Figure 4.

Shadoror crystal concentrations vs. concentrations with
rejection criteria applied for the November 24, 1979 Queen
Air flight. Concentrations were averaged over one minute
intervals.

NOV. 26, 1979
QUEEN AIR
SHADOW/OR
REJECTION APPLIED

--

TIME

Figure 5.

Shadow-or crystal concentrations vs. concentrations with
rejection criteria applied for the November 26, 1979 Queen
Air flight. Concentrations were averaged over one minute
intervals.

C

Laser S e r i a l No.
Ref erence Voltagie
De-icing power

Depth-of-f i e l d
Beam width
E f f e c t i v e beam width
Sampling area
Sample Volume
Size Ranges #1
#2

#3
#4

a

w

FSSP C A L ~ I O NDATA
m-1c
SEEDING BXPRRIrn
80-5T 7806-4066
8 volts
Heater #1
35 watts
He&ter #2
254 w a t t s
Heater #3
35 watts

28 v o l t s
318 v a l t s
28 v o l t s

BBaINNINQ OF PROJECT

END OF PROJECT

1 . 5 8 mm
2.76 rrm
0.186 mm
0.186 mm
0.093 nun2
0.093 mm2
0,257 laa
0.147nm
Sampling a r e a X v e l o o i t y
3.00-45 .OO microns
3.54-53.10
2.00-30.00 mioraer
2.36-35.40
1.00-15.00 mi-oronr
1.18-17.70
0.50-7.50
microns
0.59-8.85

Table 3 .

FSSP c a l i b r a t i o n data

, I
I

I

:.

microns
microns
microns
microns

area of encompassing circles and areal coverage of crystals to mass of
crystals (Knollenberg,l976),

Heymsfield and Parrish (1979) developed

crude routines to identify crystal habit, but these routines have yet to
be implemented in an$ actual operations.

By far, the best technique

available is visual inspection of the data, although it is the most time
consuming.
7

1

'14,

'

?.2 Liauid Water Content Measurements
2.21 The forward scattering spectrometer

i;&dd'

=.

.

9

,

L

.I

:

a:.,

The forward scattering spectrometer probe (FSSP) is designed to
measure the amount of light scattere'd into collecting optics during p a r
ticle transit through a focused laser beam (Kfollenberg,1976). The FSSP
sizes droplets passing through the sample volume into 15 size ranges.
The instrument has a primary size range of 2-30 microns in diameter.
Auxiliary size range selections allows determination of cloud liquid
water content.
The FSSP was calibrated before and after the field program by P a r
ticle Measuring Systems,

Calibration on arrival at PMS after the end of

the CSU field season indicated that the probe was low by a factor of

1.18, that is, range 1 was 3.54-53.1

miarons, etc.

Table 3 shows p e t

tinent data for the N W PSSP probe from oalibrations made before and
after the field program.
2.22 The Johnson-Williams Liquid Water Detector
The JW liquid water content detector contains two heated wires, a
sensing wire normal to the airflow and a conpensative wire parallel to
the airflow.

The sensing wire encounters droplets which subsequently

evaporate, lower the wire's

temperature and change its resistance,

The

second wire, which remains dry, is used to compensate for changes in

heat transfer due to variations in airspeed, mbient air temperatures or
a1 titude.

The current through the detector varies proportionally to the

decrease in resistance of the sensing wire as it is cooled by impinging
droplets, and is therefore a measure of liquid water content.

The JW

probe is operated with a positive zero offset to compensate for negative
drift,

Values of data from the JW presented herein include this offset

and should be adjusted downward by simultaneous comparison of PSSP
liquid water contents using the information stated in the following section.

2.23 Comparison of the JW and PSSP
The most comprehensive work availsble on comparison of iqstraments
designed to measure liquid water content has been completed recently by
Baamgardner (1980).

His work did not inolude the PSSP, but did inclsde

the Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe (ASSP), also designed by PMS.
No comprehensive comparison between the FSSP and other liquid water content instruments has been found in the literature,

Many of the errors

inherent in the PSSP are also common to the ASSP instrument designed by
PMS.

Baamgardner (1980) determined that ASSP errors arise primarily

from the large uncertainty in the sample volume of the instrument,

Dro-

plets are mis-sized due to background scattering outside the depth of
field, uneven intensity of laser illumination, multiple scattering in
the depth of field at higher conoentrations and inaccurate sizing oalibrations.

Inaccurate sizing of droplets leads to significant errors

because the liquid water content is dependent on the cube of the diameter of the particles.
The JW probes' measurement errors are caused primarily by faulty
design (Bauntgardner, 1980).

The hot wire's

temperature is nosuniform

l?w m r o

due to heat conduotion to the shield.

LW! baseline drifts

exoessively due to poor grounding, laok of voltale regulation and lack
of temperature compensation in the b r i d ~ eoireuitry,

The baseline drift

is not a serious problem in onmulas olorrd r e s o w o h but can cause more
significant errors in horizontally stsatilio& clouds where the aircraft
may in cloud for long time periods.

BarrgarUner (1980) sites other rea'*X

sons for the JW errors.

1

A comparison of the J 1 and the PSSf inatrprents for lor liqoid
rater contents observed in orographio systems was made for tho November
24, 1979 Queen Air flight during the CSB experiment.
shown in Pigore 7.

Tha results are

The JV offset appewr 8s the intetoept of the best

fit (dashed) line on the figure.

l%e i.&esoopt

is 0.085 g/a?.

th* s1-e

of the line 1.64 and the correlation omffioient 0.80.
No ooaparison rrs made for tha N m o r 26 flight beoause of the
scaroity of liquid rater in the system.

0 y u s i w the

FSSP zero values

as an indioator, the JV bias for tho Navombst 26, 1979 flight was d e t e r
3
mined to be 0.18 g/m

.

Baumgardner (1980) discusses oorpuisaar between liquid rater contents measured by the JW, ASSP, a cloud gua urd a CSIRO hot rite probd. '

1

No oomparisons are available for the FSSP.

In genexal, the ASSP liquid

rater contents exoeed the cloud gun .dl CSIRO probe by a factor of 2-3.
The JV demonstrates ano~lalouslyhigh vrlrus when other instr-ants
oats smaller liquid rater levels,

iadi-

In ganearl, the value of the PSSP as

an indioator of liquid rater content has never boon properly researched,

2.3 Ground Based Instrumentation
Rawinsonde data were collected daring the projeot with B P d S r a r i r
sonde units at two sites, the first upwind of the Park Range at Craig,

Colorado and the second downwind at Hebron, Colorado (See Figure 2).
Generally, balloons were launched as often as every three hours during
storm periods and less often between storm events, unless a transport
and dispersion experiment was declared.

All raw rawinsonde data were

aarefully checked and then reduced by the Environmental Data Network
System operated by the Bureau of Reclamation.
Three radars were used during the entire COSE I1 experiment but
only one was plaoed on fully operational status on the dates when these
oase studies occurred early in the experimental period.
presensed in this study were taken by NOM's
(M-33,X=3.2

om, frequency -9.4

Radar data

vertioally pointing x-band

GHz, optional Doppler) operating in the

Doppler mode.
Surfaae observations of precipitation, winds and temperature with
hourly resolution were taken at a number of stations in the Yampa Valley
and on the Park Range.

Table 4 summarizes the locations and types of

observations taken by the surface network.

The letters to the left of

each location refer to Figure 2, a map of the COSE area.

In addition to

these observations, Formvar crystal replicas wero made at two locations,
the Timbers Lodge (R) and Thunderhead Lodge (0).

cMP'JlB 111 THEORETICAL CONSIDEBATIWS
As part of the research effort to describe physical processes which
generate stable orographic cloud systems, two models of cloud physical
and microphysical processes were developed.

The first model is designed

to calculate streamlines, potential condensate production, and condensate production rates under steady-state conditions as air passes over a
mountain barrier.

The second model was developed to estimate crystal

trajectories within the cloud system.

Tbe physical basis for these

models will be discussed in this chapter.

In section one, the vertioal

velocity equation used in both models will be derived.

The method of

calculating streamlines and potential condensate will be discussed in
the next section.

The last section will describe the microphysical

growth and fall velocity equations used to calculate'crystal trajectories.
3.1 Vertical Velocitp
The following derivation results largely from the work of Scorer
(1949) in his treatment of mountain lee waves.
the derivation is given in Smith (1979).

A completo discussion of

Willis (1970) adapted the work

of Scorer into a parameterized model of precipitation on the Park Range
(Rhea et al., 1969).

The vertical velocity equation presented by Willis

is used in the present model to calculate air parcel trajectories.
Assuming adiabatic steady-state frictionless motion over a small
enough scale that the coriolis terms may be neglected, the linearized
governing equations in two dimensions can be expressed as:
Horizontal Momentum Eqn.

ax

:
. ..

'

Vertf oal Momentum Eqn.

.

.

(

Continuity Eqn.

Thermodynamic Eqn.

-

,

d8 , nPo a
( p - 3)
ax
C

s

where U is the undisturbed flow (a fnnotion only of z), u and w are the
perturbations on the flow, p 0 is the base state density and p and p
are the perturbation density and pressure respectively.
and c

s

The quantitie? S, N
r .

in these equations are defined as follows:
1

where T

0

>> 5
0

(3)r

I

is the base state temperature, a function only of z.

By assming p
and

.

in 4

(Smith, 19791, elimiuting u between (1)

s

p between ( 2 ) and (4) and p from the resulting two equations,
:I.

the following equation in w is obtained:

By applying the the Boussinesq approximation, terms in S vanish and
the equation reduces to

By assuming that the vertical wind profile over the model domain is
approximately linear such that U(z)=U(O)+$z,

exists, equation (9) b6comes

the form w=w*eik

.., ;

I , ,

, .

, a

and that a wave solution of

'

a2w*
2 *
2 + l r = O

"
':,

Sz

.,

-

t

'.
(10)

<$

? b .

A

where 1
The lower boundary condition is given by r(O)=U(O)
the height of the topography,

ah rhere h is
ax

This can be expressed
as
-

*

)I.. v

L'

w (kDO) = U(O)ikh (k) where h (k) is the Fourier transform of the moun-

1

tain shape.

* .

velocity w ray be written as the Fourier

The vertic.1

integral
1'1

00

*

b.:

r (x.z) = RE [r*(~.z)e~~ d~
2
0"
*
Por the case of 1 = constant, the solution for w (k,z) is
.

-.

*

I 1

w (k,z) = w (k,o) exp(-(t -1
*

I

I

-..

) Oe5z) ,.

i

k2

>

12

I

3

Solving for the vertical displ.dme&

+/h(k)exp(
I

of the streamline q where

(-k2-12)0*5z)

exp ikx dk

(12)

A ,bell
shaped mountain of the form
,
,

where h is the maximum height of the mountain and a is its half wid
m
,
., i
I
has the Fourier transform

.

b

+

%

,

I

, 1,17(

For the broad mountain solution wita& strong stability, the fl- t
integral in (14) vanishes and integration of the second using (16) p
duces

.f

'i r

Solving for the vertical velocity:

Smith (1979) discusses the validity and limitations of this simplified

'

theory of mountain airflow.

I
,
L In his total model development Willis (1970) determines values of a
4 r

and h for the Park Range by comparing his model of orographic precipita
tion with data taken during the Park Range Atmospheric Water Resources
Program (Rhea et al.,

1969).

Willis found values of a and h which best

represent the Park Range as h = 1400m and a = 8000m.

Figure 8 s h v s the

ideal profile and an actual profile along 40~30' N latitude,
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model. Topography was taken along the 40'30'
North parallel.
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3.2 Airflow and Condensate Production
Values of vertical velocity were calculated on a 25x80 grid (200m x
lOOOm resolution) using input data from aircraft soundings taken on
November 24 and November 26, 1979.

Supplemental data for the uppermost

and lowest gridpoints were provided by the Craig, Colorado sounding
taken near the time of the aircraft flights.

Air parcel trajectories

over the barrier were calculated by considering the measured horizontal
and predicted vertical motion of the air as it passed through the grid.
To calculate condensate production and production rates, the equivalent
potential temperature of the parcel was oaloulated from the upwind
sounding and conserved from the origin point throughout the paroels
transit across the barrier.

When a parcel is lifted beyond its lifting

condensation level, oondensation begins to occur.

Since droplet growth

is slow, droplet sizes are small during the time period of transit and
fallout is negligible, the droplets are assumed to remain with the parcel during transit.

The temperature and saturation mixing ratio of the

parcel are calculated as the parcel undergoes moist adiabatic asoent
and descent.

The total condensate in the parcel is then calculated by

considering the difference in saturation mixing ratios at its current
location and at its lifting oondensation level.

3.3 Crvstal Traiectories
3.31 Growth Equations

In this model, crystal trajectories are determined by growing single
crystals by the vapor diffusion process and advecting them with the
horizontal wind while falling against a predicted updraft.

Crystals

can be grown or evaporated by running trajectories forwards or backwards.
The effects of crystal competition for vapor are controlled by varying

the supersaturation from water to ice saturation.

Crystals growing under

water saturated conditions will have the lowest trajeatory (fastest fall)
while those growing at conditions Just above ioe saturation will have the
highest trajectory (slowest fall).

These trajectoriee represent the

limits of actual trajectories in a cloud with spatially varying
supersaturations.

The growth equations used are derived in Byers (1965) and Cotton (1970)
by oonsidering an equilibrium condition between the latent heat production
due to mass growth of an ico orystal and the rate of moleoular diffusion of

. ,.
heat away from the crystal.
The rate of latent heat release due to mass deposition on the surfaoe
of an iao crystal is given by

1

xi = mass of the orystal

where

Ls = latont heat of sublimation
C = oapaoitance (using electrostatio analogy)

D = diffusivity of water vapor in air
V

= vapor density at a distanoe crystal
p,,(r)

= vapor density at the crystal sorfaoe

The rate of molecular diffusion of heat away from the crystal is
given by:

I

where

Ki = thermal oonductivity
Tr = temperature at arystal surface
T = temperature at a distance the crystal

At equilibrium, the terms on the right sides of (19) and (20) are
equal, Thus:

Substituting the approximate relationship:
m (e-e

p p w ( r ) =m

w

BT

= molecular weight of water

R = universal gas constant
e = vapor pressure
er = vapor pressure near crystal surface
into (21) and the result into (19) gives:

Tr-T

=

A
5
4nCKi dt

The integrated form of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation is

Substituting (23) into (24)

Substituting (22) into (19) and rearranging

After substituting (25) into (26), expanding the exponent and dropping
Bf gher order terms

Letting

I

.

= S and rearranging
es(T)
8

where

In 'this work. the range of temperatures involved in the calculation
of crystal trajectories are all within the boundaries of plate and den-

dritic c ~ j s t a l s(-8'~
besween -12'~

and -16'~.

2 T 2 - ~ S ~ C ) . Dendrites are assumed to grow; , ,
Cotton (1970) gives a detailed description of

the growth criteria, capacitanoe, density and resulting growth equations
for individual habits.

His results are summarized in Table 5 and are

the equations used in this model.
.1*

.*.

3.32 Terminal Velocity Equations

The terminal velocity equations used in this model are from Brown
(1970). Locatelli and

Hobbs (1974) and Davis (1974).

A simple parame-

terization to estimate crystal trajectories under conditions of medium
riming was used to oalculate some trajectories.

Basically a weighted

transition from the equation for unrimed to rimed crystals was carried

)

I

out over a specified period under which t h i n 8 was assumed to occur.
The, crystal continues to grow two-dimensionally but its fall velocity

1

increases as a function of time due to riming.

This parameterization is

Parameter

Small Plates
(c axis < 3 0 ~ )

Relationship
Between Axes

do

=

K;n,

Large Plates
(c axis > 3 0 ~ )

Dendrites

da

Density

dt
1

Growth
Eqaa t ions

da
dt

4.0
6
n6s(a2gap + 2ac)

I

Table 5.

Growth equations used in trajectory model

not unrealistic since growth by riming occurs along the prism axis for
flat platelike crystals.

The fall velocity equations are thenf
..

VT

= 61.97a Om217

VT = 132.55a 0*250
= 296.0a Ow2*'

VT = 152.9a 0*250
I

v.7-

,.l

dendrites

Brown(1970)

rimed dendrites
t

VT

plates

".

Losatelli and Hobbs(1974)

.

Davis (1974)
ntl

1

rimed plates
,,

n-,?,
J

"

Locatelli and Hobbs(19741.br
I

2

*

*

fl?

J

*.'

CHAPTER IV NOVEMBER 24, 1979 CASE STUDY

Two case studies of stable orographic cloud systems over Colorado's
Park Range are presented in Chapter 4 and 5.

Data presented from air-

craft observations during each case are compared with airflow model
results.

A crystal trajectory analysis is completed for the more com-

plex case of November 24, 1979.

By considering the information obtained

through observations and theoretical considerations, a hypothesis concerning the dominant microphysical mechanisms by which crystals grow and
precipitate during these type of storm events is developed.
November 24. 1979 Case Stud1

4.1 Major Synovtic Features
Conditions Prior to the Mesoanalysis
At 122 on November 24, 1979, a low pressure system located just
south of Salem, Oregon produced a wide area of precipitation extending
eastward to Montana and southward into northern Utah, Nevada and California.

Associated with this system, a cold front extended west-

southwest into the Pacific.

Directly south of the low, a warm front

produced clouds and light rain into California.

Figure 9 indicates the

most important surface and upper level features at 122.
Between 85 and 70 KPa, westerly flow through the east side of a
strong thermal ridge centered on the Oregon coast produced a region of
warm air advection which extended as far as Montana, Utah, and Nevada.
Precipitation reports were widespread throughout this area.

Aloft at 5 0

KPa, the thermal ridge was displaced eastward so that weak cold air
advection occurred over the northwest.

East of the warm advection zone,

a thermal trough extended southward from Montana to New Mexioo.

This

- 1

m

'

* Surface

.

,

I:!-,

a

r

50 KPa

Figure 9.
I .

.Sl

!

Major synoptic features at 1 2 2 on November 24, 1979.
0
Eeights are in decameters, temperatures in C, pressures on
the surface map are in (hectopascals - 1000).
I * 7

mass of cold air moved into the central mountains behind a cold front
which was already crossing the Great Plains.
I n Colorado, skies were mostly clear except for two small regions
of the state. These two areas included Grand Junction and the Park
Bangs.

In the experimental area, light snow fell in the mountains with

maximum precipitation (0.15 cmlhr water equivalent (w.e.1)
the mountain base.

occurring at

The flow between 5 0 and 7 0 KPa was west-

northwesterly and moist at low levels.

The precipitation zone was nar-

row indicating the precipitation originated due to orographic forcing of
the airflow.
Evolution of the surface low
By 15Z (Figure 101, the low center had shifted northward into the
coastal areas south of Seattle, Wa.

Post frontal rain and rainshowers

were reported at most stations west of the cold front.

Ahead of the

warm front, a wide area of precipitation, mostly light to moderate continuous snowfall, covered all of Idaho, Eastern Washington, Oregon and
Northern Utah.

I n Colorado, precipitation continued to be limited to a

narrow band extending from Grand Junction northeast to the Park Range
and into Wyoming.
Between 15 and 18Z, the surface low began to move rapidly eastward.
By 182, the low was positioned over Lewiston, Idaho.

A tongue of warmer

air wedged between the surface frontal positions continued to supply
moisture into the clouds over the warm front as snow and snowshowers
continued to be reported throughout Utah, Idaho, and western Wyoming.
Post frontal showers continued to be reported in a widespread area west
of the cold front.

Figure 10.

Evolution of the surfaoe features daring the analysis
period of November 24, 1979.
-:a ..

At 212, the low pressure center was located over Helena, Montana.
The cold front as)ociatgp

with the for now extended southwest across

central Idaho into Nevada and California.

The warm front branched

southward from the Idaho border throagh Salt Lake City and into Arizona.
The major zones of precipitation were mainly north and northwest of the
low in the Montana and Idaho Rockies.

In addition, snow continued to

fall throughout the Wasatch Mountains of Utah and in the Park Range.
By 222, the Learjet

and Queen Air flights were launched from their

base airports east of the divide.

The Lear arrived in the area at 22242

and remained until 22412 when a data system power failure occarred.

The

Queen Air also arrived in the area at 22242 and remained until 23562.
The mesoanalysis is from data collected during this period.
At 222, the warm frontal boundary had reached the west side of
Wasatch Mountains (Fig. 11).

Snowshowers were reported in a much larger

region of the Northwest Colorado mountains, including the valleys west
of the Park Range.
Between 23Z end OZ, the effect of the warm frontal overrunning o n
precipitation in the Park Range could be clearly observed o n the Queen
Air sounding (Fig. 12).

From the surf ace to 6 8 KPa, the air was some-

what moist, with dewpoint depressions around 3'~ throughout the layer.
Between 68 and 63 KPa the warm frontal inversion occarred and the air
became completely saturated.

The effect of this inversion o n the pro-

duction of cloud water and precipitating crystals will be discussed in a
later section.

Above the inversion to 50 KPa, the air remained com-

pletely saturated.

Winds below the inversion veered from southwest to

northwest with height throagh inversion level.
winds were northwesterly.

Above the inversion the

I,!

11.

Detailed surface analyses at times coinciding with the aircraft microphysical analyses
on November 24, 1979 over Hayden, Colorado.

Lear Sounding (2230-2238 Z)

Queen Air Sounding (2330-2353 Z)

Figure 12.
storm.

Aircraft soundings taken during the November 24, 1979

By 232 (Fig. 11) the warm front had stalled in the south at the
Wasatch Barrier but continued eastward in northern Utah and Wyoming, so
that the surface position of the front curved slightly conforming more
to the topography.

Snow continued to intensify in the Park Range and

the Hayden Valley area during the period.

At 23302, a landing approach

to the Hayden airport by the NCAR Queen Air had to be aborted because of
heavy snowfall and poor visability.

Snow was reported at the airport

during the entire period of the mesoanalysis.

Evidence from aircraft

sounding data indicated that the existence of the warm frontal surface
over the Park Range region accounted not only for the presence of precipitation but strongly affected the microphysical processes associated
with the produotion of cloud water and the growth and development of
precipitation particles.
Post Analysis Conditions
By 00Z on November 25 both aircraft had left the Park Range area.
At OOZ, the surface analysis indicated that the low center was located
in eastern Montana with the warm front extending south into Wyoming
through the eastern tip of Idaho and into Utah (Fig. 10).

The cold

front trailed the warm front, passing through central Idaho southward
into Nevada.

Post-frontal precipitation occurred throughout Idaho and

western Montana.

Ahead of the warm front in Colorado and Wyoming, pre-

cipitation reports were numerous, extending from the Wyoming Mountains
south into the Park and Front Ranges, the central Colorado Mountains and
the west slopes of the San Juans.

During the next four hours, precipi-

tation in the experimental area continued to intensify, reaching a m a r
imam around 042.

Aloft at OOZ, the strong thermal ridge at 70 KPa (Fig. 13) had
moved westward so that its axis now extended from central Montana into
northern Utah.

Between the ridge and continental divide, warm air

advection continued to enhance precipitation and produce widespread
cloudiness.

The ridge was also evident at 50 KPa in the northern

states, but was displaced eastward in the ColoradolWyoming region so
that slight cold air advection occurred in western Calorado (Fig. 13).
This, combined with the warm air advection at 70 KPa probably enhanced
precipitation later in the storm by producing some destabilization of
the atmosphere.

During the flights, no convection or strong turbulence

was observed by either aircraft and the presence of convection during
that period of the storm was unlikely.
8

E and

A vertical cross-section of the

8 surfaces from Medford, Oregon to Denver, Colorado indicates the

frontal positions at the end of the mesoanalysis period (Fig. 14).
4.2 Flight Traok Descri~tions
The Queen Air and Lear flights both arrived in the experimental
area at 22242 (Figure 15).

The Lear entered the area at an altitude o f

6822 meters msl just north of 4 0 ~ 3 0 'latitude
~
and proceeded westward to
the Hayden vortac (Fig. 15).

After reaching the vortac, the Lear des-

cended in a double loop pattern to an elevation of 3931 meters and proceeded east-southeast 28 kilometers, maintaining a constant altitude.
At this point, a power failure occurred in the data acquisition system
and the flight had to be terminated.
The Queen Air entered the area from the southeast at an altitude of
4878 meters and proceeded northward along the immediate lee side of the
Park Range to 40°53'N
15).

latitude in the It. Zirkel wilderness area (Figure

The aircraft then descended to 4270 meters and turned 180°,

70 KPa

Figure 13.

Upper air analyses for November 25, 1979 at 00Z.
are in decameters, temperatures in 0C.

Heights

Figure 15.

Queen Air and Lear flight tracks for November 24, 1979.
The Queen Air flight track is the top figure.

54
0

Proceeding southward along the windward side of the range to 4 0 22'N
latitude.

The aircraft turned northwest, descended to 3950 meters and

proceeded to the Hayden vortac.

After performing a descent and ascent

sounding between 3950 meters and 2236 meters over the vortac, the aircraft proceeded southeast out of the experimental area, climbing to 4100
meters as it crossed the barrier.
Data for the Queen Air flight are represented on six cross-sections
(Figures 16-21).

The topography indicated on the cross-sections is

taken along lines AA',

BB' and CC' on Figure 15.

Data on each Queen Air

cross-section consists of 2-D shadow-or crystal concentration (#/liter),

JW liquid water content (g/m3 )(positive bias included), FSSP liquid
0
0
3
water content (g/m 1 , temperature ( C ) , dewpoint ( C), wind direction
and wind speed (kt).
they were plotted.

Data were averaged over 1 0 second periods before
Wind barbs are plotted in the usual manner such that

a vertical barb indicates a north wind.
Lear flight data are presented on two cross-sections (Figures 2223).

Topography for the cross-sections is taken along line DD' on Fig-

ure 15.

Lear cross-sections include 2-D shadow-or crystal concentra-

3
tion (#/liter), JW liquid water content (g/m ) temperature

(OC)

and

0

dewpoint ( C), all 1 0 second averages.
The small letters below the base of the temperature scale on all
cross-sections are used to indicate the precise location of the microphysical data presented in the following sections.
4.3 Cloud physical and microph~sical characteristics
In this section, references will be made continuously to figures
16- 23, the cross-sections of the flights.

I n the text that follows,

exact locations of the measurements under discussion will be indicated
by a small letter beneath the temperature scale on these eight figures.

Figure 16.

Vertical cross-section along line M' on Figure 15 showing
state, wind and microphysical data collected b y the Gueen
Air o n November 24, 1979. Data were averaged over ten
second periods.
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Vertical cross-section along line BE' on Figure 15 showing
state, wind and microphysical data collected by the Queen
Air on November 24, 1979. Data were averaged over ten
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Vertical cross-sections along line CC' (left) and AA'
(right) on Figure 15 showing state, wind and microphysical
data collected by the Queen Air o n November 24, 1979. Data
were averaged over ten second periods.
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state and microphysical data collected by.the Learjet on
November 24, 1979. Data were 'averaged over ten second
periods.

63
The JW bias of 0.09 g/m 3 is included on the November 24, 1979 flight
track cross-sections.
subtracted out.

In the text, JW values quoted will have the bias

2-D crystal concentrations labeled on Figures 16-23 are

detennintd by the shadow-or method.

Crystal size spectra are based on

concentrations with rejection criteria applied.

The data are presented

in this manner because of the structure of the data as it is stored.
Concentrations determined by the shadow-or method are recorded each
second and can be averaged simply, while reject concentrations are based
on the contents of a storage buffer which fills at irregular times,
4

depending on the ambient crystal concentrations.

i

On November 24, 1979 at the time of the aircraft cloud penetrations, warm moist air overrunning of Pacific air was occurring over a
shallow cold air mass that had settled into the region during a previous
cold air intrusion (Figure 24).
KPa.

The frontal inverson was located at 65

T o the west of the Park Range, a large cloud, primarily orographi-

cally induced, extended from the 43.5 KPa level (-2g0c) to approximately
200 meters above the Yampa Valley (-8'0.

To the lee of the Range,

rapid evaporation of the cloud occurred due to stronge downslope motion.
The Queen Air pilot at one point was unable to maintain altitude due to
strong downslope forcing.

Lear and Queen Air observers were able to see

the ground through broken clouds much of the time on the leeward side.
Winds veered with height throughout the atmosphere, exceeding 20 m/s
above 62 KPa.
Snow fell over much of the valley where reports were available.
Aggregates of plates were observed at the replicator station at T h u n d e r
head Lodge.

Precipitation gauges on the barrier recorded snowfall at

the rate of 0.05-0.13

cm per hour during the flight period.
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Snow continued to intensify during and after the flights as the major
synoptic disturbance approached the COSE experimental
4.31 Cloud Liquid Water and Droplet Spectra
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The location and quantity of cloud liquid water present in the oro.bJ

I

;

graphic syktem of November 24, 1979 was closely related to the underlying topography.

The maximum liquid water conten,: pbserved
0.42 g/m
. ? T q >7;,;r,*was
8 -,
,, l ' t , : directly on the windward side of the Park Range (a, Figure 19). The

I

3

1.4

it..'.

-'

0

cloud water was present at temperatures as cold as -15 C, and was confined to a narrow region directly over the slope and crest of.-the
.
barrier.

The presence of liquid water directly over the barrier crest was

,

observed af stveral locations on the northbound leg of-t$y gl.+ght.r,,.
1

, i t

,

I

f

I

1 '

I

Liquid water contents varied from 0.10-0.25

g/m

3

directly over the bar-

rier depending on location and aircraft position with respect to the
immediate topographic structure below it (b,c, Figure 16; d,e, Figure

17).

1

Immediate evaporation of this water was evident to the lee of the

The zone _of . liquid
,water
fn this5..system
was con",L:
' "-,-.r
F
*.. .
fined to a narrow region over and along the immediate mountain slope.,-

Range (f, Figure 17).

U...'.

Virtually no liquid water was observed on the southbound leg of the
flight (Figure 18) although the temperature was warmer (-12'~).

1

Along

this leg, the aircraft varied from 2-10 h west of the ridge base.

-

a small
ridge . crosses
Approximately 40 km west of the, SPark
O'
. Range,
*q-, .
- r, - L*",,
,."
. ...
1
b m
the Yampa Valley with a north-south orientation, varying in altitude
a

from 2400-2700 meters (msl).

II

smaller hills are present.

1

1

-

1

boa

B
.

T o the northwest of this ridge, additional
Cload liquid water was observed at several

locations directly upwind of these topographic features.

Values seldom

exceeded 0.10 g h3 and were usually between 0.05-0.10
21; j,k,Pigure 16).

d m 3 (g*h*isFigure

The effect of the small ridge can be seen by noting

the lee side evaporation zone it produces (1,Figure 21).
FSSP determined droplet spectra for 1 0 second samples in the cloud
water zones are presented in Figure 25.

Mean droplet diameters in zones

near the ridge crest were near 15 p. The largest droplets observed by
the FSSP were 28-30 pm but only in concentrations of 0.2/cm

3

.

Measured

3
droplet concentrations never exceeded 60Icm near the ridge crest.

In

the upwind zones, mean diameters were slightly smaller (12 p). Concentrations varied substantially during this part of the flight with aon3
centrations in the liquid rater zones varying from 50/cm3 to 5/01 or
less.

These spectra were generally characteristic of an airmass with
*l,<I

modified maritime characteristics.

1:;.

One possible reason for these

characteristics was that the airmass was decoupled from the planetary
boundary layer durings its trajectory from central Utah over the underlying cold airmass.

Parcel time within the precipitating system was

sufficient to modify its aerosol characteristics by rainout, washout an
'
1 1 ' nucleation proce"i$es.
)

I

.

l r l

8'

I

1 I

4.32 Ice Crystal Structure and Crystal Size Spectra
I
Selected 2-D images from the Queen Air and Lear flights are shown
: +

in Figures 26-28.

Each row of images will be discussed in detail in the

Accompanying crystal size spectra will be given in Figures 29-31.
nlLl-.
Because of the exfensive referencing to these figures a shorthand notatext.

I :

tion will be used.

For example, (Figure 26,Line 2; Figure 29,Spectra 3)

will be abbreviated (F26,L2; F29,S3).

All of the data in these figures

can be cross referenced with Figures 16-23, the flight cross-sections
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2-D crystal size spectra taken during the November 24, 1979
Queen Air flight. Abbreviations refer to the concentrations determined by the shadow-or method (SO), the concentrations with the rejection criteria applied (MI,and the
total number of crystals in the sample (TS). The figure
reference under each spectza refers to the precise location
of the image on the flight cross-sections.
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Lear Flight

,

8

(-29'~).

Cloud top was penetrated by the Learjet at 43.5 KPa

In

this region of the cloud crystals were very small and in concentrations
averaging 7.Olliter

(F26,L4; F29,Sl).

.

By the time .the
..,." aircraft had des-

cended through the 50 KPa level, concentrations increased to approximately 20lliter.

A few crystals had reached sizes greater than 2000 p

but. most were small (F26,LS; F29,S2).

At -lsOc, a sharp transition in

crystal habit and size occurred as the aircraft entered the dendritic
growth zone.

Images became larger and clear stellar structure was evi'

dent (P26,L6).

.F

,

7

'

Size spectra for this period indicate that some single

crystals
as large as 3000 p existed (F29,S3).
1
.

Images also indicate
,. * v .

I

that some aggregation of dendrites occtured.

1'

'.< If

A small number of parti-

cles at this level exceeded half millimeter size.

Below the dendritio

zone, images were smaller and habits harder to identify (F26,L7;
F29,S4).

Because dendrites do not appear in the data, the growth zone

qot have extended far upwind or
for larger dendritic crystals. .-must
'
ambient vertical velocities were strong enough to suspend the crystals.
If this were not true, dendritic crystals should have .fallen into the
path of the aircraft at lower altitudes and populated the lower zone.
,

8 .

Queen Air Flight
i

On the northbound leg of the Queen Air flight, the airgraft flew
i

s

along the barrier crest and into the lee side evaporation zone.

At the

north end of the Range, it crossed the barrier crest again to the
windward side of the ridge.

Images during this period showed

characteristically small crystals and a few large crystals with no edge

structure (F27,Ll; F27,L2).

The aircraft flew at 55 gPa

0

(-17 C) during the leg and encountered areas of liquid water
whenever it was windward of the crest.

T o the lee, both crystais

and droplets were not observed indicating rapid evaporation in strong
downslope motion.

The trailing edge of the cloud (over the barrier

crest) was characterized largely by few small crystals (F30,Sl) and
liquid water contents of the order 0.10-0.25

g/m

3

.

On the southbound leg, crystals during the early sampling were
largely dendritic and showed little evidence of aggregation (F27,L3).
- % A 3
_
No liquid water was observed during this period. The air temperature
- 8

was -13'~ during this time.

The largest crystals observed were less

than 4000 p with concentrations between 3 and lO/liter (F30,S2).
As the aircraft-continued southbound, crystal habits changed to platelike
structure (F27,L4) and temperature inoreasid slightly (-12'~).
Crystal concentrations increased slightly but the largest crystals
observed were considerably smaller (F30,S3).
Very little change in crystal habit and size occurred over the
westbound leg of the flight until the aircraft crossed the small upwind
barrier.

Many larger crystals appeared directly upwind of the ridge in

a localized area which also was associated with higher liquid water
contents (F27,L7; F30,S4).

Apparently riming andlor enhanced aggregation

of crystals was associated with this narrow zone of higher water
contents.

Crystals both upwind (F27,L6; ~ 3 1 , S l ) and downwind (F27,L8;

F31,S2) of the zone were consistently smaller.
The aircraft performed a descent and ascent sounding between
62 and 77 KPa over Hayden.

Crystal images throughout the sounding

exhibited the following characteristics.

Two predominant crystal types

appeared: larger images which appear to be dendritic and numerous small
<<1

images which appear to be hexagonal plates (F28). The larger images
generally appear to be very small aggregates (F28,Ll; F28,L2; F28,L4)
except in regions where liquid water contents exceed 0.05 g/m

3

.

In

these regions of the cloud the aggregation process was significantly
enhanced (F28,L7; F28,L3).

Large aggregate images were observed occa-

sionally outside of liquid water zones (F28,L6) but not in the significant numbers present in the zones.
r!' 1

,

1

The image data indicates that the

1.

source region for the initiation of rapid aggregation of crystals is in
regions of the cloud where some liquid water is present.

These aggre-

gated particles apparently attain fall velocities high enough to popui ,I

'

late lower portions of the cloud, since they were observed occasionally
throughout the lower segments of the sounding.
Crystal size spectra for the sounding (F31,S3; F31,S4; F32,S2), in
addition to showing the smaller concentrations of large apparently
aggregated crystals, also indicate the presence of a surprisingly large
number of crystals with sizes smaller than 3 0 0 p .
platelike structure.

Many of these exhibit

They consistently appear throughout the lower

-

$< 1

0

regions of the cloud at temperatures as warm as -8 C in conce~ltrations
exceeding llliter.

Because of their small sizes, it is very unlikely

that they have fallen a significant distance since formation.

The con-

centrations of these crystals ate orders of magnitude higher than that
expected from theoretical ice nuclei concentrations, but generally agree
with observations of ice crystal concentrations in natural clouds such
as those by Cooper (1980) and others during previous studies of western
orographic clouds.
There is no direct physical evidence for a known ice multiplication
mechanism such as the lossop-Ballet mechanism in this system.

The large

number

crystals, particularly small crystals, at cloud temperatures
0

between -8 C and -12'~

indicates that either sufficiently large numbers

of ice nuclei are present and active at warm clond temperatures or multiplication mechanisms exist in the cloud which are not well understood.
One possibility is that crystals are initiated by a contact nucleation
process.

If this were the case, collisions due to Brownian motion would
C

>A.

'i

require sufficient f h e that many nuclei would escape detection in
current nuclei counters but would still be active in cloud systems.
The existence and possible mechanism for an ice multiplication process in these clouds is only speculative.

Suggestions such as splinter-

ing of dendrites or seeding from higher clond levels have been
hypothesized for other cloud systems but are impossible to verify or
deny from the available data.

The question of the accuracy and limita-

tions of current ice nuclei counters also confounds the problem of the
large ice crystal concentrations observed in mountain cloud environments.
The last interesting evolution in the characteristics of the cloud
crystal sizes and concentrations occurred as the aircraft crossed to the
lee side of the small upwind ridge.

In about a minute of flight crystal

images changed from large aggregated crystals in concentrations between
10-151liter (F26,Ll; F32,S3) to very small images in concentrations of
2lliter (F26,L2; F32,S4).

The transition occurred as the aircraft

crossed the ridge crest.

Downwind of the small ridge, larger single

crystal images again appeared (F26, L3).

Apparently even small topo-

graphic features can have substantial effects on cloud microphysical
processes.

4.4 Condensate Production and Production Rates in the November 24 Cloud
Usng input data based on aircraft soundings and rawinsonde observations taken on November 24, 1979, the airflow model described in Chapter
3 was used to determine maximum values of condensate available to precipitation processes and the location of the maximum production rates of
condensate.

The rates are important to determine the most likely loca-

tion for cloud liquid water production.
When the rate of production is
*
'I..
i
maximized, cload liquid water can be sustained.
\

A streamline analysis for flow over an ideal mountain'using
November 24, 1979 input data is presented in Figure 33.

The effect of

the inversion is to pack the streamlines above ridgetop.

This type of

inversion is often observed upstrea,q! of a barrier d,ur-ingstrong
J.

I

downslope wind events on the lee =lopes ( ~ c h e e t zet a1, 1976).

In fact,

a strong downslope component to the wind was observed by the Queen Air
to the lee of the range.
The air parcels in the model were initialized 60 km west of the
ridge with aircraft data and advected over the ridge along calculated
streamlines.

Maximum condensate values were observed to occur over

ridgetop at the high point of the trajectories (Fig. 34).

Two maxima

occur on November 2 4 with a minimum just below inversion level.

The

minimum occurs because of a flattening of the trajectories along the
inversion base.

Maximum values of condensate calculated are 0.5 g/m 3

along the mountain crest and 0.7 g/m
(msl).

3

over the mountain at 4800 meters

Figure 35 shows the accompanying condensate production rates.

A

distinct vertical zone of maximum production rates occurs over the windward slope.

When compared to observations of cload liquid water by the

Queen Air over the windward slopes, the observations agree very well
with the predicted location and quantity of condensate based on rates
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Figure 35.

-

Potential condensate production rates in the' N 0 v ~ m b e r ~ 2 ~ ~
1979 cloud system. Isopleths are in units of 10 gm s

.

and total condensate available.
observed was 0.43 g/m

3

.

The maximum liquid water content

Model predicted maximum potential condensate at

approximately the same location on the grid was about 0.50 g/m

3

.

Apparently in this narrow zone, most of the condensate produced was in
the liquid state.
A second important point concerning model-derived production rates
is the maximum occurring near the ridge.

Observations at mountain loca-

tions have often recorded substantial amounts of surface rime associated
with passage of liquid water over the barrier crest during storm periods
(Hindman and Grant, 1981).

Apparently the high liquid water contents

associated with surface riming are due to the rapid condensation occurring in air moving directly up the surface slope.

As indicated on the

streamline analysis, the steepest slopes of the streamlines are very
near the surface.

For this reason, surface rime measurements can prob-

ably be used as a good indicator of the maximum liquid water contents
which can be found in the cload system under stable conditions.

4.5 Crystal Trajectories
Two approaches were taken to answer questions concerning the origin
and path of crystals which fall to the barrier as precipitation.

The

first approach was to initialize crystals at a specific distance upwind
and determine which crystals would have trajectories which intersect the
barrier.

The distance chosen was 45 hn upwind of the main ridge crest.

This distance corresponds to the location of cload water zones associated with the smaller upwind ridge.

It is a likely location for crystal

nucleation due to high supersaturations with respect to ice.

I n addi-

tion, under artificial seeding conditions, this zone would likely be a
source zone for additional crystals which may then interact with the

cloud water zone at the primary barrier.

The second-approach adopted

was to assame that crystals of various sizes and habits were observed at
the barrier crest, and to run the trajectory model in reverse to determine origin levels and upwind location of initial development.
Crystal trajectories were run under two supersaturation conditions,
water saturation and slightly above ice saturation.

These two limits
1

I

I

Id

represent physical limits in the cloud system and therefore represent
the lowest and highest trajectories possible for the crystal.

Actual

crystal trajectories should be between these two limits, depending on
the supply of moisture and the degree of competition for that moisture
between crystals.

Once crystals pass to the lee of the barrier, they

enter the observed zone of rapid evaporation.

In the model, the rela-

tive humidity is set at 50% and the crystal is allowed to evaporate.
, Because a distinct zone of liquid water is evident in the data near

the barrier crest, a simple riming parameterization was added to determine the effect of riming on crystal trajectories.

The riming parame-

terization was accomplished using the following technique.

Whecn cry-

stals reach the observed zone of liquid water, a smooth transfer from
the fall velocity equations of unrimed to rimed crystals was effected
over a specific time period.

In one run, the time period was set at 30

seconds, corresponding to rapid riming.

In the second case, the time

period was extended to 300 seconds to simulate slow riming.

Because

riming of platelike and dendritic crystals is primarily along the caxis, and the fall velocity equations are directly related to the aaxis, the effect of mass accumulation due to riming is still effectively
accounted for in this simple parameterization.

Results:
Figure 36 shows several trajectories of crystals which remain in
platelike temperature regimes throughout their path.

Figure 37 shows

trajectories of crystals which grow in dendritic regimes somewhere along
their path.

The most striking feature of these trajectories is that

they are largely horizontal.

The growth of the crystals and their

accompanying increase in fall velocity in the model nearly coanterbalances the increase in ambient air vertical velocity as the crystals
approach the barrier.

These results suggest that horizontal stratifica-

tion of crystals according to habit and level of origin should have
occurred in the November 24 cloud.
be the case.

For single crystals this appears to

Dendritic crystals appeared in the 2-D data during the

Lear - sounding as the aircraft descended through -16 C, but seldom
appeared below -13 C.

The exception was aggregated dendrites.

These

attain higher fall velocities and c-$n descend through the cloud.

The

\

same observations were generally true of Queen Air 2-D data.

,

,

,'

Most crystals in plate regimes were able to impact on the barrier
before complete evaporation even with near horizontal trajectories.

The

effect of riming was to lower trajectories about 150 meters by the time
the crystals passed through the liquid water zone.

Most single crystals

originating within 45 km of the ridge crest and growing in the plate
regime below -12 C reached the ground as precipitation.

Because many of

these crystals aggregate, with resultant increase in fall velocity, this
region of the cloud is the most active in the formation of mountain precipitation.

Crystal replicas taken on Novembpr 24 copf,i-rm that many of
Lt

.

-

the precipitation particles were indeed aggregates of plates.

I n the

case of crystals in the higher dendritic growth zone, the opposite is

Y
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Figure 36.

Trajectories of platelike crystals originating in the
liquid water zone generated b y the upwind ridgeline east of
Hayden. The ridge is located 20 km east of Craig. Dashed
lines indicate crystals growing at water saturation. S o l i h
'
lines indicate crystals growing at conditions slightly
above ice saturation. Heavy dashed lines indicate trajectories of crystals with the slow riming parameterization
applied and dash-dot lines indicate trajectories with the
parameterization applied rapidly.
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Trajectories of crystals which develop dendritic characteristics and originate in the liquid water zone generated
by the upwind ridgeline east of Hayden. The ridge is
located 20 fu east of Craig. Dashed lines indicate cry- '
stals growing at water saturation. Solid lines indicate :
.i
crystals growing at conditions slightly above ice saturation. Heavy dashed lines indicate trajectories of crystals
with
the slow riming parameterization applied and dash-dot
".lines indicate trajectories with the parameterization
applied rapidly.
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None of the dendrites originating within 45 km of the ridge

true.

should have impacted on the barrier, even under riming conditions.

One

major reason is that dendrite fall velocities are nearly independent of
size.

Although the crystals get quite large, they remain suspended

unless they get involved in the aggregation process.
I n figure 38, the assumption was made that small (2000 p) and
large (6000 p) non-rimed dendrites ii&-obdbk+ba at the Gbditain crest.
Crystal trajeotories are then run backwards under four conditions,
water
3
.
saturation, slightly above ice saturation, and the same aiain but with
the ambient air vertical velocity set at zero.

The upper trajectories

on the figure represent the absolute highest trajectories possible while
the lower trajectories aie miire rkprbsentative of actual trajectories.
The results indicate that if the cloud exists in a water saturated
state, dendritic crystals would not impact on the barrier in this type
of flow regime unless their origin levels occurred far in excess of 6 0

km upstream.

The same is true in ice saturation conditions.

The most

important implication of the results is that in this type of storm,
there is little interaction between cloud upper levels and the precipitation process at the barrier, unless the clouds extend well over a hundred kilometers upwind of the'range.

Figure 39 shows the same type of

analysis for a 3000 pm plate and a 1000 pm plate.

These trajectories

are steeper because the fall velocities of plates exceed those of dendrites.

Even in this case, none of the crystals approach cloud upper

levels within 60 km of the rfZge crest.

In fact the 3000 pm plate tra-

jectories are contradictory since they begin in dendritic growth
regions.

l'hese crystals would have shallower trajectories since they

would grow as dendrites.
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Trajectories of crystals which would impact on the barrier
as small (2000 microns) and large (6000 yicrons) dendrites.
The dashed lines indicate crystals growing under rater
saturation conditions, the solid lines indicate crystals
growing under conditions slightly above ice saturation.
The uppermost trajectories were caleulated by assuming that
the ambient air vertical velocity over the entire grid was
zero.
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Figure 39.

Trajectories of crystals which would impact on the barrier
as small (1000 microns) and large (3000 microns) plates.
The dashed lines indicate crystals growing under water
saturation conditions, the solid lines indicate crystals
growing under conditions slightly above ice saturation.
The uppermost trajectories were calculated by assuming that
the ambient air vertical velocity over the entire grid was
zero.

4.6 Summary of November 24 Case Study
On November 24 1979, warm, moist stable overrunning of air was taking place over the top of a shallow cold air mass which had settled into
the Northwest Colorado region during a previous cold air intrusion.

The

analysis indicates that the overrunning occurred for an extended period
of time.

The cloud physics aircraft observatiops show distinct and

well-defined patterns of increased liquid water contents as well as significant crystal riming and aggregation associated with wave motion
along the airmass boundary generated by the primary barrier (Park Range)
and a smaller secondary barrier (Mt. Harris) located approximately 4 0 km
upwind.

Substantial liquid water contents of 0.3-0.4

over the west slope of the Par& Range barrier.

g/m

3

were observed

Over one 75 km leg which

paralleled the barrier crest, liquid water contents just windward of the
crest ranged generally between 0.1 to 0.2

while to the lee of the

barrier strong downslope motion caused immediate evaporation of the
cloud water and crystals.
Windward of the barrier over the valley, liqaid water contents were
consistently lower (0.00-0.05

3
g/m 1, but did show increases (0.05-0.10

3
g/m ) in regtons of upward motion in the overrunning warm air mass asso-

ciated with wave motion generated by the smaller upwind topography.
Although small, these increases clearly were associated with the
development of large precipitation sized particles (3-10 arm) through the
riming and aggregation processes and were very important in the total
precipitation process in this cloud.
Theoretical calculations of condensate production rates indicate
that almost all of the liquid water produced in the cloud will occur in
a narrow zone corresponding in size to the half width of the mountain

over the western slope of the barrier.
the surface.

The maximtuu production is near

This model predicted zone of liquid water corresponded

very well in location and quantity with in-situ Queen Air observations.
Comparison of predicted total condensate with observed liquid water contents indicates that the minimum efficiency with which potential condensate is converted to the ice phase was 14%.

Outside of the narrow

liquid water zone, the efficiency of conversion approached 100%.
Calculated crystal trajectories indicate that horizontal stratification of single crystals according to habit and level of origin
occurred in this cloud.

Both Queen Air and b a r data support this, with

the exception of aggregated crystals.

These were able to attain signi-

ficant fall velocities and were obsorved in other lower regions of the
cloud.

The analysis indicates that, with the exception of aggregates,

the only crystals originating within 45 km of the ridge crest which were
able to be utilized in the precipitation process were those originatine
below the -12'~

level.

Dendrites were unable to reach the surface

despite their larger sizes.

From the trajectory analysis, it is evident

that under conditions similar to November 24, unless the cloud system
exteqds well beyond 100 km upwind, there is little interaction between
'

t:-

1: and precipitation at the ground.

CHAPTER V NOVRMBER 26, 1979 CASE STUDY
5.1 Maior S m o u t i c Features
Conditions Prior to Mesoanalysis
On November 26, 1979, a strong baroolinic zone located over northern Nevada and Utah was associated with a short wave trough and surface
At 122, the center of this low was positioned east

low pressure system.

of Ely, Nevada on the Nevada-Utah border.

Continuous snowfall was

reported in a wide area from Nevada east to the continental divide,
northward to central Wyoming and Idaho, and south to northcentral
Colorado and Utah.

East of the surfaoe low, a stationary front extended

across Utah into the COSE experimental area just north of Craig and
Steamboat Springs, and then eastward to the Front Range.

Figure 4 0

illustrates the positions of the important surface features at 122.
At 7 0 m a , cold advection was evident north and west of Utah but a
significant ageostrophic component to the flow over Colorado modified
the advective pattern.

Grand Junction, Colorado winds indicate that

slight warm advection might be occurring.
zone was north of the surface front.

The major portion of this

In the core of this zone of baro-

clinicity, windspeeds exceeded 20 m/s (see Figure 40).

Within the

baroalinic zone north of the front, between 85-50 lCPa the airmass was
very moist.

Dewpoint depressions at three mandatory levels indicated

for Lander and Salt Lake City never exceeded 1°c.
The intense baroclinic zone maintained its strength at the 50 KPa
level where oore windspeeds reached 45 mls.

Northward of the maximma

wind core, cold air adveotion was evident, although not as strong as at
7 0 P a (Figure 40).

) '

Surface

50 RPa

Figure 40.

Major synoptic features at 122 on November 26, 1979.
Eeights are in decameters, temperatures in 0C.
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At 162 (Figure 41) the surface front remained stationary along a
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SW-NE line between Hanksville, Utah (BYE) and Craig, Colorado

then eastward to the Front Range.

8

The presence of a lee side trough

caused the front to dip south on the Great Plains as far as Denver,
1

R xu$

Colorado (DEN). Reports over a large area of northern Colorado and
-s* *:

southern Wyoming were generally indicating moderate, but continuous
snowfall.

In the immediate experimental area all precipitation gauges

on the mountain above the valley base reported heavy precipitation ranging from 0.23 to 0.08 cmlhr.

Winds at mid-ridge were estimated at 6

tk

EUP

m/s.
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The highest values of precipitation occurred between 16-182 on the

mountain summit, corresponding to the time at and immediately after
I

,

frontal passage.
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The cold front continued to move southward at 18Z (Figrrre 41).
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Heavy snowfall oontinued throughout the hour on the summit of the Park
Range with values of precipitation varying from 0.18 to 0.36 cmlhr at
various locations across the barrier.
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Light snow continued to fall at
~lZT7'i&t~l?, '
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At 19Z, the Queen Air and Lear Flights were launched from Front
Range airports.
until 20172.

The Lear arrived at 19272 and remained in the area

Due to the strong westerly winds at mid-levels the Queen

Air arrived at 20302 and remained in the experimental area for one hour,
The mesoanalysis of the Park Range cloud in the following section is a
composite of data taken during this period.

Aircraft soundings taken

over Hayden during this period are shown in Figure 42.

At 19Z, the

front had pushed south of Eagle and Grand Junction, Colorado with snow
reported increasing in these communities.

In the experimental area,

Figure 41.

Evolution of the surface front during the November 26, 1979
storm.
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n

Queen A i r Sounding (2106-2122

2)

Aircraft soundings taken during the November 26, 1979 storm
over Uayden, Colorado.

snowfall continued to be heavy on the barrier (0.10-0.30

cmlhr).

At

mid-ridge, the CSU observer reported increased visibility (100 m), but
steady snowfall.
snowfall.

In the valley, Hayden continued to experience light

Valley winds were westerly at 3 m/s increasing to 10 m/s at
I

ridge top.

It;

Light snow continued to fall at Hayden at 202 (Figure 41).

Maximum

snowfall reported was at the Park Range summit (0.36 cmlhr) and observations at mid-level on the ridge indicated continued snowfall with less
intensity.

The front continued southward into the Gunnison region of

central Colorado.

Moderate continuous snowfall was reported at all sta-

tions in the vicinity of the front and south to the San Juan Massif in
Southern Colorado.
By 212, precipitation on the immediate lee of the Park Range had
decreased to 0.03 cm/hr although t&p summit maintained intensities of
0.13 to 0.18 cm/hr.

Visibility continued to increase at mid-ridge to

about 300 meters by 21302, although light snow continued to fall.
den also reported light snow.

Hay-

The front began to stall across central

Colorado as it approached the San Juan barrier.

Continued reports of

snowfall were noted in the mountains near Aspen and Gumison.
At 222, precipitation had ceased in the CraigIHayden region,
although the Park Range summit continued to accumulate snow at rates of
0.10-0.18

cmlhr.

The observer at Thunderhead Lodge reported light snow

and fog, indicating cloud base was below mid-ridge.

By 22452, cloud

base had risen to the level of the lodge and snow diminished in intensity.

Snow continued to fall lightly during the next hour at the sum-

mit, although the cloud layer had become thin enough to allow the moon
to appear occasionally.

The surface front remained north of the San

snowfall Continued to be heavy on the barrier (0.10-0.30

cmlhr).

At

A

mid-ridge, the CSU observer reported inore-as?$ pisib,flit~(100 m) r but
steady snowfall.
snowfall.

.,

In the valley, Hayden continued to experience light

Valley winds were westerly at 3 m/s i,npFreasing to

ridge top.

,
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Light snow continued to fall at Hayden at 202 (Figure 41).

t

Maximum

snowfall reported was at the Park Range summit (0.36 cmlhr) and observations at mid-level on the ridge indicated oontinued snowfall with less
The front continued southward into the Gunnison region of

intensity.

Moderate continuous snowfall was reported at all sta-

central Colorado.

tions in the vicinity of the front and south to the San Juan Massif in
.
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,

.
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"--them Colorado.
By 212, precipitation on the immediate lee of the Park Range had
decreased to 0.03 cmlhr although the summit maintained intensities of 1:
1.13 to 0.18 cm/hr.

Visibility continued to increase at mid-ridge to

.bout 300 meters by 21302, although light snow continued to fall.
den also reported light snow.
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The f ~ o p tbegan to stall aaross,centralT
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:olorado as it approached the San Juan barrier.

Continued reports of

:
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snowfall were noted in the mountains near Aspen and Gunnison.
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At 222, precipitation had oeased in the CraiglHayden region,
.,,~ough the Park Range summit aontinued to accumulate snow at rates of
0.10-0.18

cm/hr.

The observer at Thunderhead Lodge reported light snow

and fog, indicating cloud base was below mid-ridge.

By 22452, clond

base had risen to the level of the lodge and snow diminished in inten:i.ty.
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continued to fall lightly during the next hour at the

SUM-

, althoagh the clond layer had become thin enough to allow the moon
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to appear occasionally.

The surface front remained north of the San

Juan Mountains moving slightly southward east of the dividet

I
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Post Analysis Conditions

i

By 002 on November 27, the surface front had weakened considerably

and moved south of the San Juan Mountains (Figure 43).
still being reported at Southern Colorado stations.

Snorshorers were

Light snow contin-

ued to fall on the summit of the Park ~aii%b=~Precipitation was in the
1

form of light snow.

At 70 KPa, the entire state came under influence of cold advection.
Temperatures dropped 4'~ from the previous 122 measurement.

Winds

'

'

decrease slightly in intensity and veered slightly to WNW at 10 mls.
Weak cold air advection continued at 5 0 KPa with temperatures decreasing
about 2'~ over the 12 hour period.

-

.,

5.2 Flight Track Descriptions
Both aircraft flew in the experimental area during the period 19302
to 21302,

The NCAR Queen Air entered the area at 4300 meters msl from

the south, reaching Rabbit Ears Pass at 20362 (Figure 44).

The aircraft

then descended to 4200 meters msl and proceeded west along 4 0 ~ 3 0 'to
~
the Hayden vortac.

A descent and ascent sounding were completed between

4200 meters and 2300 meters msl over the vortac.

The plane then pro-

ceeded east along 4 0 ~ 3 0 'in
~ a gentle climb from 4200 meters at Hayden
to 5000 meters at Hebron, exiting the area at 21292.

I8

The Lear Jet entered the area at 19272 from the east along 4 0 ~ 3 0 ' ~
at an altitude of 6800 meters msl (Figure 44).

The aircraft descendea

to 4350 meters msl on the approach to the Hayden vortac, then proceeded
29 kilometers southeast.
arcs from 10'

to 110'

The remainder of the flight consisted of five

centered on the Hayden vortac.

The five arcs were

Surface

Figure 43.

Major synoptic features at 00Z on November 27, 1979.
Eeights are in decameters, temperatures in OC.

Figure 44.

Queen Air and Lear flight tracks for November.26, 1979. The
Lear track is the top figure.

flown at 29 kilometers (4350 and 4950 meters msl), 4 8 kilometers (4700
and 5300 meters msl), and 68 kilometers (5300 meters msl) from the vortac.

The Lear then returned to Loveland, Colorado leaving the area at

20222.
Data for the Queen Air flight are represented on four crosssections (Figures 45-48).

The topography indicated on the cross-

sections is taken along lines LL' and MU' on Figure 44.
Lear flight data are represented on six cross-sections (Figures
49-54).

Topography for the cross-sections is taken along lines IW',

EF', EG', HH', JJ' and

Kg' on Figure 44.

Data structure for both Queen

Air and Lear cross-sections is similar to that presented in the
November 24, 1979 case study.

The small letters below the base of the

temperature scale are used to indicate the precise location of microphysical data presented in the following section.
5.3 Cloud Physical and Micro~hysical Characteristics
The aircraft penetrations of the November 26 cloud system occurred
during the latter period of the storm about three hours after frontal
passage.

Cold air advection and very strong west-northwesterly winds

were prevalent during the period.

The cloud system extended from

approximately 72 KPa ( - 1 0 ~ ~ 1to 42 KPa (-35'~).

Cloud top was estimated

from Doppler radar data and visual observations of the Lear observer.
Cloud base was observed to rise throughout the period.
tion zone was observed over the east slope.
zone, the cloud extended to the Front Range.
at any time in the cloud system.

A weak evapora-

Except for this narrow
No convection was observed

Soundings indicate the system was

stably stratified.
Snow fell throughout the valley and on the barrier during the
entire period but diminished in intensity with time after frontal
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Vertical cross-sections along line LL' on Figure 44 showin8
state, wind and microphysical data collected by the Queen
Air on November 26, 1979. Data were averaged over ten
second periods.
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Vertical cross-sections along line EF' on Figure 44 showing
state and microphysical data collected by the Learjet on
November 26, 1979. Data were averaged over ten second
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passage.

Maximum snowfall rates were observed at the barrier crest.

Little evidence of riming or aggregation was reported by gro-d
observers.

Crystal replicas show occasional light aggregation of

columns but mostly single crystals.

Precipitation consisted primarily

of columnar crystals early (1900-20002) in the observational period and
plates toward the latter stages of the observational period (200021002).

The change in habit was probably related to cloud base rising

with time and cooling as colder air continued to move into the Park
Range region.
Data in the following sections will be referenced to Figures 45-54,
the flight cross-sections in a manner similar to that used in Chapter 4.
Because of the scarcity of liquid water in this cloud, a reasonable statistical estimate of the JW bias for this flight could not be d e t e r
mined.

Comparison of FSSP zero values with JW values indicate that the

bias is near 0.18 g/m

3

.

The JW bias of 0.18 g/m

November 26, 1979 flight track cross-sections.

3

is included on the

In the text, JW values

quoted will have the bias subtracted out.
5.31 Cloud Liauid Water and Droplet Spectra
The locations of cloud liquid water in the November 26 cloud were
very similar to that of the previous case study, but the quantities were
substantially less.

The primary zone of liquid water was found directly

windward of the barrier in a narrow region over the western slopes.
maximum value recorded was 0.13 g/m
0

perature of -19 C.

3

The

(a, Figure 45) observed at a tem-

Virtually no liquid water was observed at any other

location in the cloud except for a very narrow zone upwind of Mt.
Harris near Hayden (b, Figure 47).
with local topographic lifting.

This zone was probably associated

Eiquid rater contents in this region

reached a peak of 0.11 glm3 and maintained 0.02 g/?

over a six minute

ascent through the lower portion of the cloud.
FSSP droplet spectra in these regions of the cloud are presented in
Figure 55.

The spectra were construoted from 10 second samples.

droplet diameters were less than 10 p in all cases.

Mean

The largest dro-

.

plets were 36-39 pm in concentrations of 0.1 cm-3
Maximum droplet con, *
centrations were betweec185-240
in the primary zone and between
165-210

in the upwind zone near Mt. Harris.

These concentrations

are a factor of 4 larger than that observed in the November 24 case.

In

the November
-- *y 24 situation, the source air above the inversion had dro@

plet spectra more characteristic of modified maritime air masses.
Clearly, on November 26, the source air was more continental, accounting
for the significant differences in the spectra.
5.32 Ice Crystal Structure and Crystal Size Spectra
Data collected by the 2-D probe accompanying the discussion which
follows are displayed in Figures 56-58.

Crystal diameter size spectra

for 2-D data are shown in Figures 59-60.

The shorthand notation util-

ized in section 4.3 of the previous case study for referencing these
figures will also be applied in this section.

The data in these figures

can be cross-referenced with the flight cross-sections (Figures 45-54)
for location and comparisons with state and microphysical data.
Lear Flight
The Lear Jet probe of the November 26 cloud system covered only the
upper portions of the cloud at temperatures below -18'~.

Crystal image

size a~-dstructure were largely homogeneous throughout the flight
although concentrations varied between 1-40lliter.

A singular exception

to these concentrations occurred as the aircraft approached the barrier
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2-D crystal size spectra taken during the November 26, 1979
Lear flight. Abbreviations refer to the concentrations
determined by the shadow-or method (SO), the concentrations
with the reject criteria applied (RA), and the total number
of crystals in the sample (TS).

from the east and entered the COSE area.

For a 10 second interval to

the immediate lee of the Range, crystal concentrations averaged
90/liter.

This zone was about 300 meters below cloud top.

Crystal
L
I

sizes both in this region and throughout the traverse near cload top
were very small (F56, L1; F59,Sl).

Because of the close proximity of

the observation to the mountain, the high concentrations observed may
have been associated with a penetration of a stable gravity wave which
formed as air flowed over the barrier.

Unfortunately, no other evidence

is available to substantiate this hypothesis.

I

I

"

I

Image and spectral data along the descent sounding (F56,L2; F59,

52) at the -25'~ level indicate a broadening of the size spectrum so
that the largest images reach 1500 p size, 900 p larger than those at
the higher -32'~ level.

At the base of the sounding ( - I ~ ~ C )the
, max-

imum image dimensions exceeded 2000 p (F59,S3).

Throughout the four

arcs lying entirely west of the barrier, crystal concentrations remained
close to 2O/liter and very little change occurred in the image shapes or
sizes (F56,L4-L6; F59,S4; F60,Sl).
On the final arc, the aircraft crossed ridgeline to the lee of the
Range and then returned over the ridge in the vicinity of the Zirkel
Mountains, the highest mountains of the Park Range.

Crystal conoentra-

tions were less than 5/liter over the southern part of the ridge. Image
sizes were consistently smaller than other regions of the cload (F56,L7;
F59,S27).

As the Lear continued northward, concentrations increased

steadily, even when the aircraft was in the lee of the barrier.

At the

point where the aircraft turned northwest and crossed ridgeline to the
'r'3.I

windward side, crystal cohcentrations reached 40/liter.
were larger (F56,LS; F60,S3) at this end of the Range.

Image sizes

Throughout the flight, no evidence of aggregation or riming
occarred in the images.
virtually all single.

Crystals at temperatures colder than -18'~ were
No liquid rater was observed by the JW.

Increases in concentration of ice orystals seem largely related to the
proximity of the observation to the barrier.
Queen Air Flight
The Queen Air entered the COSE area from the south and crossed the
Park Range at a narrow angle.

While the aircraft was to the lee of the

barrier, crystals were small and concentrations averaged l-3/liter
(P57,Ll-2; F61,Sl).

As the plane crossed to the windward side, crystal

concentrations increased to 20/liter.
zone of higher liquid rater content.

This region coincided with the
Apparently, little interaction

between the crystals and droplets occarred because there was no evidence

of riming or aggregation on the images..

Because of the small mean dro-

plet sizes, the collision efficiency of the droplets with the crystals
was low.

Crystals sizes were not substantially different in this region

(F57,L3; P61,S2).
Crystal concentrations along the westbound leg of the flight ac
-18'~ remained steady at approximately 12lliter.

Images were entirely

single crystals rth no identifiable habits (F57,L4; F61,S3).

On the

descent sounding, as the aircraft passed through the -1s0C level, crystal habits switched primarily to dendrites (F57,L5).
below -12'~

At lower levels

(P57,L6), dendrites hardly appeared indicating that, as in

the November 24 case, these crystals had approximately horizontal trajectories.

In the dendritic zone, crystals were slightly larger

(F61,S4) with concentrations averaging l01liter.

'(sJ,) a ~ d m s saqq a? s ~ 8 q s A z o30 zaqmnu ~ s q o q
aqq pua *(m)p a ~ ~ d do7xaq?za
o
qoaraz aqq q q ~ asuo?qssq
-uaoaoa aqq '(0s) poqaam xo-mopoqs aqq Aq pau?mzaqap s u o ~ q
, -8zqaaouoo aqq 03 zq3a3 s u o ~ q o ~ a a z q q v* j q % ? l ~rrv u a a q
6L6T .gz zaqmaAoN aqq Bu;zop aaqaq o z q ~ a d sazrs T B ~ S A S Ja-2

-19 arnllrd

Once the aircraft descended below the dendritic zone, crystal concentrations dropped to between 1-51liter (F62,Sl).
persisted t o the base of the sounding.

These concentrations

the eastern end of the lowest

approach, upwind of the small barrier east of Hayden, concentrations
increased continuously to 20lliter (F62,S2).

The first evidence of cry-

stal aggregation occurred in this region (F58,Ll).
between -3 and -5'~

at the time.

Temperatures were

Aggregates were small, usually 2 or 3

crystals, based on image structure.

Again, many small crystals were

evident at these warm temperatures.

Concentrations of crystals smaller

than 300 p were on the order of 1-4lliter between the -6'~ and -10'~
levels throughout the ascent sounding (F62,S3)
also persisted to about the -10'~

.

level (F58,LZ).

Evidence of aggregation
Aggregates appeared

only on the eastern ascent when the aircraft was closer to the small
ridgeline near Hayden, but not o n the western ascent.

Because of the

proximity to the ridgeline during the ascent it is probable that the
small barrier, by producing additional lift, was acting indirectly to
enhance the precipitation process i n this area.
As the plane climbed through -12OC, dendrites again appeared in
quantity, persisting until the plane passed through -15'~

(F58,L3).

Above that level, crystals were smaller, single, and in concentrations
averaging 151liter.

This was true throughout the remainder of the

flight (F58,L4-5; F62,S4).
5.4 Condensate Production and Production Rates in November 26 Cloud
Aircraft and rawinsonde soundings taken on November 26, 1979 were
used as input to the airflow model to determine condensate production
and production rates in the cloud system.
this case is shown in Figure 63.

The streamline analysis for

As in the previous case, air parcels

I , , , ,
SIZE lpml

Timeo205800-59 (Fig.46,s )
SO=5.3 lit-' Ra~5.0 lit-I
TS=897

SIZE lpml

Time=210300-59 (Fig.46,~)
S0~7.1lit-' RA=5.5 lit-'
TS=875

SlZE lpml

Time=211800-59 ( F i g . 48,z)
SO=12.5 lit-' RA=10.8 lit-1
TS=1210
Figure 6 2 .

2-D c r y s t a l s i z e spectra taken during the November 26, 1979
Queen Air f l i g h t . Abbreviations r e f e r t o the concentrat i o n s determined by the shadow-or method (SO), the concent r a t i o n s with the r e j e c t c r i t e r i a applied ( R A ) , and the
t o t a l number o f c r y s t a l s i n the sample (TS).

were initiated 60 hu west of the ridge with aircraft data and advected
eastward.
The maximum total condensate produced in this case occurred just
above the top of the ridge and decreased continuously at higher cloud
levels (Figure 64).
barrier crest.

3
The maximum value predicted was 1.0 g/m at the

Condensate production rates again indicate that the most

probable location for cloud liquid water is in a narrow zone over the
windward slopes.
g/m

3

(Figure 45).

The maximum amount of liquid water observed was .12
The predicted condensate production in the approxi-

3
mate same location in the simulated cloud was 0.70 g/m

.

These data

indicate that this cloud system operated at better than 83% efficiency
in converting available condensate to the ice phase.

In fact, except in

this narrow zone, the efficiency at which this cloud converted available
condensate to ice approached 1009b.

5.5 Doppler Radar Observations
The first Doppler radar observations during the COSE I1 project
were taken during the November 26 storm.

Three five minute periods of

data were available during the time that the aircraft mesoanalysis was
conducted.

Mean vertical velocity profiles were obtained by averaging

the data over each five minute period.

Doppler vertical velocities

quoted here represent the fall velocities of the crystals plus the vertical velocity of the air so that w
velocity.

D

= w

+ VTwhere w

D

= doppler vertical

The data are displayed in Figure 66. For the most part, cry0

stals at temperatures colder than -20 C

have average positive (upward)

w
D ' The largest-(1000 pa) crystals in this region of cloud would have
fall velocities of 0.40 m/s (platelike crystals) to 0.80 m/s (columnar
crystals).

Since the radar integrated over the entire spectra, average

Figure 65.

Potential condensate production rates in the.Nov ber 26
Y' -3 -1
1979 cloud system. Isopleths are in units of 10 gm s
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.DOPPLER VERTICAL VELOCITIES
5 MINUTE AVERAGES
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Doppler radar determined vertical velocities ( w ) on
D minute
November 26, 1979. Data were averaged over five
periods.
,>a a . : r r ' -

t

fall velocities would be smaller than these values.

Still, the Doppler

spectra indicates ambient air upward vertical velocites of at least
0.40-0.50

m/s over the radar at temperatures colder than -20 0C.

Between

-20'~ and -15'~ the vertical velocity profiles show a large degree of
variability with time and at times downward w

D

values substantially

exceed the predicted fall velocities of crystals with average sizes and
habits similar to those observed in that vicinity of the cloud by the
Learjet.
w

For instance, over a 50 minute period at -18'~

(4150 meters)

D ranges from upward to 1.1 m/s downward. ,This large variability
0

occurs throughout most of the depth between -18 C and the ground except
in a 200 meterszone between 3250-3450 meters.

It is maximum 600 meters

above the ground and at 2000 meters above the ground.

The most likely mechanism for this large variability is that it is
dynamically induced by interaction between the airflow and locally complex topography.

The topography in the immediate vicinity of the radar

was quite complicated.

The radar location was directly in the lee of a

500 meter hill which extends 7 hn.
ward of the main barrier.

In addition the radar is just wind-

Significant topography also exists to the

north and south at greater distances.

Airflow from virtually any direc-

tion would interact with these features to produce both standing and
transient wave motion.

Fall velocities of crystals embedded in this

flow would reflect this air motion behavior.

This is one explanation of

why some velocities exceed predicted terminal velocities of observed
crystals.

The most important point which can be derived from this limited set
of data is that complicated time-dependent dynamic processes do exist
even in these relatively simple cloud systems which can substantially

Crystal trajectories such as those calcu-

alter crystal trajectories.

lated in section 4.5 at best represent mean steady-state conditions and
should be considered with the knowledge that variations in space (topography) and time (airflow characteristics) may substantially alter the

..

actual path the crystals take.

.. . .

.9

5.6 Summary of the November 26 Case Study
On November 26, 1979, a strong baroclinic zone with an associated
surface front approached the Park Range region of Colorado.

Frontal

passage in the COSE area occurred three hours before the aircraft
mesoanalysis.

Strong rest-northwesterly winds persisted at all levels

during the flights.

.;

.

.,J

.,

.

.,

The cloud system on November 26 extended through a 3 0 KPa depth to

42 KPa (-33'~).

Observations by the Queen Air indicate that the primary

zone of liquid water existed in a narrow region over the windward slopes
of the barrier.

Liquid water contents at the -19'~

were measured at or below 0.13 glm

3

.

of the small ridgeline east of Hayden.

level in this zone

A second small zone existed upwind
In the lowest portion of the

cloud liquid water contents rose briefly to 0.11 g/m
in the vicinity of 0.02 g/m

3

.

3

but were generally

Droplet spectra indicated that this

cloud, in oontrast to the previous case study, was more continental in
nature.

Mean droplet diameters ranged from 6-9 pm in concentrations of

approximately 2001cm

3

.

j

.,

Riming was not observed in this cloud system.

Precipitation parti-

cles were largely single crystals although small aggregates were
observed at low levels in the cloud and in the crystal replicas.
The difference in the activity of the aggregation process in the
two case studies seems to be associated with the presence of liquid

water or at least a sufficiently large condensate supply rate.

Aggrega-

tion occurred on November 24, 1979 at much colder temperatures than
November 26, 1979, particularly in regions where some cload water was
present.,!,

4

.

Theoretical calculations of condensate production rates again indicate that the production of significant liquid water in this cload is
limited to a narrow zone over the windward slopes.
agree very well with the predicted looation.

The observations

Comparison betweenee

theoretical values and measurements indicate that the cload system
operated at better than 83% efficienoy in converting available c~ndensate to the ice phase in the region of maximum condensate production and
near 100% everywhere else.
,' h e r
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Although crystal trajectories were not explicitly calculated for

this case, a simple review of the differences between November 24 and 26
can give an intuitive idea of how the trajectories might differ.
general, the horizontal winds were stronger on November 26.
tion, the supersaturation above ice was generally less.

In

In addi-

Calculated air-

flow vertical velocities were slightly higher for the November 26 case.
These three factors combine to force trajectories higher and, because of
the high wind speeds, more horizontal.

However, although these differ-

ences will alter the trajectories so that they will differ somewhat from
November 24, the conclusions drawn for that case will still apply.

Prom

the Doppler analysis, it is also apparent that actual trajectories are
complicated by time-dependent dynamic processes which result in the airflow due to variations in topography and airflow characteristics.

;

CHAPTER VI SUMMABY

amrl

AND CONCLUSIONS

-.. - - -

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

.- -

Two case studies of stably stratified storm systems over the Park
Range of northern Colorado have been documented in this thesis.

The

microphysical processes associated with the growth and development of
cloud and precipitation prticles in eaoh system have been described
based on observations taken by aircraft, Doppler radar, rawinsondes and
ground based instrumentation.

The observations taken by the two COSE

aircraft were compared with the results of a two-dimensional steady
state model of condensate production and production rates developed for
Trajectories of crystals were deter-

stable flow over an ideal barrier.

mined for one storm to determine the level of origin of crystals which
interact in precipitation processes.

The model was also used to test

the feasability of converting small upwind zones of liquid water to crystals .y&.,ch can then interact with droplets in the primary zone in the
riming process.

The major results and conclusions which can be drawn

concerning stably stratified orographic storms based on this research
are the following:
Cloud Liauid Water

l a

-

.

f

7'1

I

)U

'

The majority of cload liquid water in stably stratified oro-

1)

,

graphic storms exists in a narrow zone over the windward

1 slopes of the primary barrier.

1)wring both storms aircraft

observations confirmed the presence of cload water in this
location.

Model results indicate that this zone extends vert-

6j ically over the slope with maximum liquid water contents near
t,

F . i. ~ . t h e s+rface. On both days the model predicted location of the

,,

zone was in excellent agreement with aircraft observations.

Comparison of predicted total condensate with observed liquid
water contents indicates that the efficiency with which potential condensate

converted to the ice phase varies consider-

ably within the zone.

It is emphasized that this efficiency

is not related to precipitation efficiency.

However, for

weather modification purposes, it represents a more meaningful
number.

On the two days studied, the efficiency varied from

14% (24 Nov) to 83% (26 Nov).

Outside of the narrow zone, the

conversion efficiency to the ice phase in both systems
approached 100%.

t

8

.

I , '

t>h l

It should be noted that efficiency calculations of this sort
are limited because of the two-dimensional steady state
assumptions inherent in the calculation of available condenbate.

Such things rl'dry air entrainment, turbulent mixing,

and three-dimensional flow variations all serve to modify
these numbers in the actual cloud system.
Droplet spectra in stable orographic cloud systems vary substantially depending on the air mass source region.

On

November 24, the overrunning air mass had modified maritime
characteristics.

One possibility for these characteristics

was the decoupling of the airmass from the boundary layer durings its transit in cloud over the underlying cold airmass.
If the air had sufficient time within the precipitating system
its aerosol properties could have been modified to produce the
observed droplet spectra. Mean droplet diameters were near
1 S p . droplet concentrations were 60/cm3 and maximum 1 ipuid
water contents near 0.42 g/m

3

.

On November 26, the air mass

behind the cold front had continental characteristics.

Mean

droplet sizes were 6-9ju11, droplet concentrations, 200Icm 3 and
liquid water contents 0.13 glm

3

.

Secondary zones of liquid water exist upwind of the primary
barrier in regions of enhanced upward motion generated by
smaller upwind topography.

The existence of this secondary

zone upwind of a small ridge east of Hayden was confirmed on
both days by the Queen Air.
were measured at 0.05-0.10

Liquid water contents in the zone
glm

3

.

The utilization of upwind

zones such as these in this and other locations in the northern Rockies may prove to be the best strategy for seeding this
type of storm.
4)

.A&

?,+a? r:+t ~s

Model results indicate that maximum liquid water contents in
stably stratified systems occur near the surface just below
the crest of the barrier.

One effective way to determine

these liquid water contents may be to utilize rime ice measurements on the slopes.
Crystal Growth and Fallout
1)

.

',

r

Model results indicate that single crystals in storms with
moderate or strong rind speeds normal to the mountain have
essentially horizontal trajectories.

VJ,

This result was sup-

I

ported by aircraft observations within the dendritic growth

1

zone.

Dendrites, although very cormon between -lsOc and

-12O~, seldom appeared below this level in the images.

.nn FTI' exception was aggregated orystals, which appear
vi. L

The

at all levels

_ below the initial level of aggregation due to their higher
fall velocities.

Also, crystals embedded in airflow crossing

I)

.

$ & ; *

-.

complex topography have their trajectories substantially modi-

C

fied by wave motion induced in the airflow as it interacts
with the terrain.
The aggregation process was significantly enhanced in regions

2)

where some liquid water was present, particularly at tempera0

tares above -12 C.
I

.I 3 )

, +'

Within 60 hn of the primary barrier model results indicate
that there is virtually no interaotion between crystals produced in upper levels of the cloud and those falling on the

,

ground as precipitation.

Estimates of trajectories indicate

that cload systems of this type would have to extend well
beyond 100 ha upwind before any significant interaction

,,,

between cload top and precipitation at the barrier were to

1,

occur.

4)
:11

3

I

Model results indicate that the only single crystals produced
within 60 km of the ridge which reached the ground in the Nov
24 storm were those produced below -12'~.

2-D images indicate

that aggregates of crystals from higher levels also have fall
velocities large enough that they could reach the ground.

,, ,

,

2-D

data indicates that the difference in precipitation values
, between mountain and valley stations seems largely the result

,, +. of the enhancement of the riming and particularly the aggregation process over the windward slopes.

Because of this, the

presence of the liquid water in this zone is necessary to
PAWV

,5)

maintain an efficient precipitation process at the barrier.
Model results indicate that crystals which are initiated in
upwind liquid water zones either reach the primary zone of

cloud water as small crystals capable of interacting in aggre: .! 11

gation and riming processes or fall out as single crystal precipitation.

.

1

"c
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J .-i

located in such a manner so that crystals initiated by the
4

t

.

diffusional growth process in the liquid water zone generated
,
.
: '
: ..
.“33r
!
by the first barrier can survive to interact with the liquid

.A?,

> r

1

If situations can be found with two barriers

' r e

n

FI

11

J

rater zone at the second in the aggregattion and riming
;

..

.I.

\

C.

'
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processes, effective utilization of cloud water from both
ridges can be accomplished.

This situation is quite idealis-

tic, since transport and dispersion of seeding materials is so
..

*!I

poorly understood.

Still it remains one possible method of

utilizing additional cloud water from these locations,
Significant 0 llliter) quantities of crystals smaller than

6)

3 0 0 p were present at temperatures between -6 and -10'~ in
both cloud systems.

There was no direct physical evidence of

a known multiplioation process in these systems.
t

Even so,

!4

-

these concentrations exceed theoretical concentrations of ice
nuclei active at those temperatures by several orders of magnitude.

The total concentration of crystals in both cloud

systems showed little dependence on cloud temperature.
'. '*

System Dynamics
1)

The existence of an inversion above ridgetop upstream of a
mountain when 70 KPa winds are strong has been associated with

3

,

..
,

the presence of strong downslope winds on the lee side of the
range (Scheetz et al., 1976).

Observations of downslope

u.

motion and rapid evaporation of nearly all oloud water and ice
.

7 .

, ? . - .

on November 24 support this idea.

. .

I

. ' . . ? .

The inversion in this case

was located at 65 KPa.
2)

Complicated time dependent airflow processes exist in these
systems due to variations and topography in airflow charac-

batayoney

teristics.

These processes are probably manifested in wave

hiup11 e

motion of both transient and standing nature and can at times
gai

significantly affect crystal trajectories and cloud microphyd j ~ d

sical processes.
-x i

3)
.,a
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While convective elements are present in some orographic clond

. I 2

systems in the Park Range area, they should not have occurred
I,,

!iurlj*n

and in fact were not observed during these two case studies.

.

---

6.2 Im~licationsof the Results for Weather Modification
n

LB;~:!J

Model and observational evidence of stably stratified storms indicates that most of the liquid water associated with this system is
located directly over the windward slopes of the primary barrier.

In

many cases, a considerable amount of this liquid water evaporates as it
!&TI,-

advects to the lee of the barrier.

J

Because of the close proximity of

the maximum generation and evaporation zones in the cloud, it is highly
unlikely that the initiation of enhanced crystal development in the
liquid water zone directly over the primary barrier would lead to the
development of precipitation sized ice particles capable of reaching the
ground before evaporating.

Because of this, seeding this zone would

have little effect on increasing total barrier precipitation.

On the

other hand, it has been shown that the aggregation process and certainly
the riming process, is significantly enhanced in clond water zones.
-, . .
*
n.i :
: t.$.* :
Since particles interacting in these prooesses have the most potential to become precipitation because of their high fall velocities, the

presence of a cloud water zone at the primary barrier produces a significant positive effect on the total precipitation formation process.
Conversion of the cloud water to ice partioles at the primary barrier
would decrease the potential for riming and aggregation and probably
produce a net decrease in total precipitation.

A second more attractive possibility is to increase crystal concentrations entering the liquid rater zone.

This would enhance the aggre-

gation and riming process, resulting in net increases in total barrier
precipitation.
be seeded.

To accomplish this, the first of a set of barriers would

The upwind barrier liquid water zone would be depleted by

the production and growth of small ice crystals.

These woald then

advect nearly horizontally to the primary zone at the downwind barrier
and interact with the cloud liquid water in that zone.

The net result

woald be depletion of the liquid water in both zones and production of
precipitation sized particles at the primary zone.
This seeding approach would require sufficient technology to assure
tbat concentrations of seeding material entering the secondary zone
upwind woald not exceed values necessary to deplete that zone.

Other-

wise, remaining seeding material will be advected into the primary zone
where it will produce ice crystals too small to precipitate.
In the case of multiple barriers this problem is less pronounced.
Seeding the first of a series of barriers woald probably always produce
a downwind positive effect if the cloud system extends across all the
barriers and lee side evaporation zones are not significant.
In conclusion, modification of stably stratified orographic storms
occurring over a single mountain range would probably be detrimental to
the precipitation process at that barrier.

Seeding the single barrier

cloud system would enhance the diffusional growth process at the exyerase
of the riming and aggregation processes.

Because of the short trajec-

tory time to the lee side evaporation zone, fewer crystals would develop
sufficiently to precipitation sizes.

However, seeding the first of a

multiple barrier range woald produce a total net increase in precipitation, most of it falling at downwind barriers as crystals interact in
4

cload water zones in the riming and aggregation processes.

6.3 Imlications of the Results for Flight herations
.>I

o n i

.

Over recent years several aircraft accidents have occurred in mouna .

tainous terrain due to rapid icing and turbulence,

On November 24, the

NCAR Queen Air encountered considerable icing as it crossed the windward
slopes of the Park Range.

Just prior to the icing episode, the

was forced to lower its altitude to gain airspeed on the lee side of the
Range as strong downslope motion persisted along the barrier's east
face.

Small aircraft flying in cloud conditions similar to November 24

in the vicinity of these active icing zones could encounter serious difficulty maintaining altitude, particularly if the aircraft is already
flying near minimums as it approaches the barrier.

On west to east

flights, ice loading, followed directly by strong downslope motion,

"'

could force the aircraft to dangerously low altitudes before safe passage across the barrier.

East to west flights could result in the air-

craft entering the icing zone at too low an altitude in a region where
the cload could extend close to the ground.

Flights parallel to the

barrier over windward slopes should not be attempted by anything but
high performance aircraft because of long residence times in the icing
zone.

Forecasting this type of a cloud system involves identification

of an inversion at mid-levels, a moderate to strong westorljf cdmponent

to the winds at mid-levels in a situation where moist air is overrunning
a cold air mass situated in the mountain vallevs.

This situation typi, I

cally occurs as organized synoptic sys+
from the northwest after a pre-'

6.4 Recommendat ions fP.
This research

G%e
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identified by Lee (1980).

!ch the Colorado Rockies
\ir intrusion.
'2:
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cloud system oaourring in the
~ o l ystratified orographic cloud.

northern Colorado Ro
Similar analyses shoal>
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done on the other types of cloud systems
In this study, reflectivity information was

not yet available from k, ku and x-band radars to integratp additional
temporal and spatial information concerning the structure of the cloud.
Future research on these cload systems; particularly those with a convective component, should incorporate as much of this data as is avail;I

able.

I.

L

.%

In future field projects more emphasis must be placed on flight

track design to maximize information concerning cload structure near the
-

barrier.

r

The addition of instrumentation for determining cload liquid

water content, such as the recently developed Bureau of Water and Power
Resources microwave radiometers, would also be extremely valuable.

More

emphasis should be placed on obtaining continuous ground information
concerning snowfall characteristics and intensities.
Concerning stably stratified cload systems, research should be conducted to determine the nature of the interaction between the microphysical processes occurring in locations where two barriers are close
together.

Dynamic interactions in airflow passing over more complex

topography than a single ideal mountain should also be investigated.
Better definition of the general transient structure of orographio cloud
systems and airflow should be attempted both from observations and

to the winds at mid-levels in a situation where moist air is overrunning
a cold air mass situated in the mountain valleys.

This situation typi-

cally occurs as organized synoptic systems approach the Colorado Rockies
from the northwest after a previously strong cold air intrusion.

6.4 Recommendations for Future Research
This research emphasized one type of cloud system occurring in the
northern Colorado Rockies, the stably stratified orographic cloud.
Similar analyses should be done on the other types of cloud systems
identified by Lee (1980).

In this study, reflectivity information was

not yet available from k, ku and x-band radars to integrate additional
temporal and spatial information concerning the structure of the cloud.
Future research on these cloud systems, particularly those with a convective component, should incorporate as much of this data as is available.

In future field projects more emphasis must be placed on flight

track design to maximize information concerning cloud structure near the
barrier.

The addition of instrumentation for determining cloud liquid

water content, such as the recently developed Bureau of Reclamation
microwave radiometers, would also be extremely valuable.

More emphasis

should be placed on obtaining continuous ground information concerning
snowfall characteristics and intensities.
Concerning stably stratified cloud systems, research should be conducted to determine the nature of the interaction between the microphysical processes occurring in locations where two barriers are close
together.

Dynamic interactions in airflow passing over more complex

topography than a single ideal mountain should also be investigated.

..

Better definition of the general transient structure of orographic cloud
J,'?
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systems and airflow should be atttempted both from observations and
modelling.
The importance of the aggregation process has been demonstrated in
this thesis.

,

Development and verification of models of aggregation;':

7.'

combined with better observations concerning the conditions which favor
aggregation would lead to a better understanding of the total precipitation process in mountain cloud systems.
I

I
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